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This issue is dedicated to the loving memory of my father.
He never understood exactly what I was doing, but he was always proud.
Marco Mancuso
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WHAT IS DIGIMAG
Digimag Journal is a new interdisciplinary peer-reviewed online publication, seeking high-standard
articles and reviews at the intersection between digital art and contemporary art production, the
impact of the last technological and scientific developments on modern society, economy, design,
communication and third millennium creativity.
-------------------Digimag has been changing, year after year, issue after issue it has morphed into a hybrid instrument
able to reflect the complexity of contemporary artistic and cultural production. The magazine has quickly
become a cultural instrument, a tool for academics, reseachers, students, artists, designers, geeks
and practioners who constantly break the disciplinary boundaries of different media technologies. This
is the reason why we decided to transform Digimag into a scholarly Journal based on articles spanning
a wide range of contemporary digital and scientific fields.create private and social experiences through
interactions between humans and their artworks
-------------------Digimag Journal wishes to be an innovative form of cultural product that moves beyond classical
cultural definitions, thus avoiding strict productive and creative labels. This means that it seeks to
overcome traditional cultural production models based on institutional economic support or private
funding, going beyond the limits that other independent productions have been sometimes affected by,
becoming, in this way, a professional reality of international importance.
--------------------Digicult was born to give voice and visibility to a new generation of interdisciplinary authors, expand
their circuits into an international context, and simultaneously break the existing inflexible publishing
rules of the press, by exploiting potentialities of the Web, and its free networks in order to grow, to
survive and to spread. The new Digimag journal is our voice. We hope you will appreciate our work as
you alwys did in the last years. Have a good read

Marco Mancuso , Lucrezia Cippitelli, Claudia D’Alonzo, Roberta Buiani
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“UNCERTAINTY RELOADED”
Roberta Buiani for Digicult
On December 2012, several scholars, artists and scientists with common interests in the
intersection of art, science and technology gathered in Prague (Mutamorphosis, an event on mutant
futures, Dec 6-8) to discuss a topic that has become increasingly important during our uncertain times:
The event was entitled “Tribute to Uncertainty”.
According to Louis Bec, who wrote the introductive paper to which attractors (the organizers
of the thematic streams) and participants were encouraged to respond, Uncertainty should be
“contextualized in a world undergoing a complete mutation, jolting at all its points of articulation,
whether political, economic, diplomatic, geographic, ecological, technological or communicative.”
For Bec, Uncertainty functions as a symbol of today’s political changes and mutations, signaling the
transformation of a world “whose hierarchies are being shaken, whose disparate social organizations
are being disrupted, a multicultural, hybrid, young, active and communicative world representing 7
billion human beings” [1].
Transformation neither veers towards the best nor can it be programmed or predicted. It
presents us with something new, but this “new” is unknown, unpredictable, un-measurable, nonlinear. Transformation is marked by uncertainty.
The Oxford Dictionary of English defines Uncertainty as “the state of being uncertain” or
“something that causes one to feel uncertain” [2]: in both cases, uncertainty is virtual, or something
that exists but that cannot be quite grasped or precisely contained; it is also potential, that is, something
that might (or might not) occur in the near, or far, future. Uncertainty looks at the future, but makes us
uncomfortable in the present. We can find its signs (and the anxieties produced by it) everywhere. Since
the XVII century, Western culture has aimed to minimize this state, by means of statistics, visualization
and info-graphics, predictions, classification and taxonomy, hierarchies etc… For instance, technologies
of visibility are called upon as tools that filter and separate humankind from the fearful chaos of the
world, by making every object visible and self-contained, yet maintaining it substantially virtual and,
most importantly, keeping it at a safe distance, by means of interfaces, lenses, simulations, and other
technological apparatuses [3]. The classification of the various degrees and phases of uncertainty
from Wikipedia testify to the same obsessive tendency to break everything down and locate it into wellseparated categories.
But those very technologies and scientific innovations that we so much venerate and rely-upon
for providing solutions and easing our research show us a world that is much more complex than we
can (maybe) handle [4]. Jonathan Sterne notes that computer technology typified by the epithet “new
media”, similarly to “advanced medical procedures, missile defense, and other not-fully-accomplished
technologies..” sort of works, “but not in a flawless or entirely predictable fashion”. In fact, these
technologies “..are often built to solve problems that are only half understood”[5]. Unlike the telephone
or TV, new media and current technoscience are destined to constant change. Not only will they never
reach stability, but they are also not designed to produce it. As a result, Uncertainty is always looming.
In Prague, a great variety of interventions tried to articulate the multi-faceted meaning of
Uncertainty by means of artistic practices, case-studies and theoretical/methodological interventions.
Topics ranged from the uncertainty principle and quantum theory, to synthetic biology, architecture,
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countercultures and education. In most cases, palpable tensions emerged between the wish to explain
Uncertainty (thus coming out with a definition) and the desire to embrace Uncertainty in practice; the
aspiration to let one’s own practice open to uncertain and unpredictable results, and the preoccupation
of having to deal with, and measure such results. If Uncertainty implies openness, how open can an
artwork, an experiment, an object, a performance be? How do we interpret it? How do we cope with
the consequences brought about by Uncertainty? As Franco Torriani asks in his contribution, “Is
Uncertainty something necessary, not to say essential, to the condition of being in doubt”?
I don’t believe there is an answer to these questions. In the call for papers for this Issue of
Digicult Journal we provocatively claimed that “..no definition of uncertainty was attempted in Prague,
as presenters proceeded to report their experience with uncertain phenomena and situations”. This
claim, now I know, is only partially accurate. There are as many definitions of uncertainty as there are
practices addressing it. The articles in Issue 74 confirm this.
The articles included in this issue – some coming from the presenters at Mutamorphosis,
from people who were there only virtually (via skype), or from attendees — approach the theme of
uncertainty proactively, by either embracing and even encouraging others to embrace this particularly
timely condition, by “risking”, “experiencing” and “experimenting with” Uncertainty (Zaretsky, Meny,
Androulaki); by addressing its potentials to make room to various “exploits” (Garrett, Dragona,
Chierico, Dolejšová, Roscoe); and by questioning and re-writing the historical meanings and
conventions traditionally ascribed to Uncertainty and the scientific principle that bears the same name
(Quehenberger and Domnitch & Gelfand).
Emerging from specific case studies (game culture, network culture, countercultural practice,
ephemeral, or subtle natural phenomena, scientific dogma and experimental cinema) Uncertainty
seeks no formal definition. It constitutes a challenge that produces an impasse (thus confirming the
culture, the dogmas, the structures and the status quo of current disciplinary divisions and modes
of thinking). However, it also fuels creative breaks and enables us to propose antidotes to how we
perceive it and to the practices it affects.
In the following articles uncertainty becomes a proposition to act differently, an invitation to
not be afraid to swim against the (anxious and over-programmed) flow. Daphne Dragona invites us
to play. “The percentage of users in alternative platforms remains small and the acts of opposition
against the mechanisms of the dominant platforms are ephemeral and often unfruitful” how is this
possible? Soft control (a type of control of the biopolitical variety described by Tiziana Terranova in
her seminal text Network Culture…in some way a method to keep bouts of Uncertainty at bay) gives
us a sense of freedom to manipulate social networks. However, free customization is not the same as
experimentation. “Play” is the solution to this impasse. This “exploit” has “the ability to de-activate
elements, material or immaterial found in the apparatus and to also assign a new, different use to
them”.
To a certain extend, “play” is something that Structural Cinema, Alessio Chierico argues, has
practiced for some time in the form of engagements with the materiality of the medium, the response
of a “consciousness that the state of Uncertainty comes from the loss of control of our cultural
production”. Ildiko Meny expresses her frustration in the way that many conferences she attended
in the past few months tried to force (not too subtly) down her throat heavy-handed rhetoric and
celebratory stunts meant to draw attention and visibility to this or that organization. The uncertain, for
Meny, lies beneath; it is not what is immediately and blatantly celebrated as the next fashionable trend;
it is surprising, unconventional. For Marc Garrett, who examines similar issues from the viewpoint of
independent media art, The gap between what is considered to be worth presenting and watching, and
what should not be given consideration is at the basis of the “historical struggle between what is held
up as legitimate art and knowledge, and what is excluded”. Similarly, In DOT, a videogame with no
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winner, Enrique Roscoe demonstrates how the unexpected can reveal the constraints and the
hierarchies that govern not only videogames, but also our social structures. His work is a “criticism
to the fact that only winning is valorized, while process is given low priority”. In fact, in DOT, it is
participating in the creation process of a spectacle, and not winning that counts the most.
Taking risks and playing (humorously) with the unconventional are notions that the Prague-based
group Cancel had in mind when they started the Hotkarot and Opensauce project. Uncertainty here
plays a positive role as the condition that attracted the collective towards risking something completely
new, unafraid of the consequences. The group created sausages with surprise carrot content, and
relied on machine randomness to create mysterious sauces. In his piece, Adam Zaretsky exclaims:
“The fracking of heritage genomes through mutagenesis is an art of enduring fragmentation and
uncertainty”. Breaking, or fragmenting “constraints, requirements and obligation”, as Stengers puts
it, [6] dictated by science, refusing to abide by the reductions and formulas imposed for the sake
of clarity and consistency creates disorientation. Using Humor (another exploit maybe) and explicit
language, the unwelcomed and the unconventional, Zaretsky’s work has been seeking disorientation
intentionally for many years.
The latter represents a desire (or a luxury, depending on which interpretation we choose) that
scientists like Heisenberg decided not to follow, as Renate Quehenberger argues in her paper
mapping the genealogy and the politics behind the Uncertainty Principle. Quehenberger describes
the Uncertainty Principle as a compromise between classical Newtonian Physics and the rise of a
potential new perspective that was never taken seriously and thus was discarded. Conversely, applying
a new perspective is an opportunity that Evelyna Domnitch and Dmitry Gelfand have happily adopted.
Their artistic and scientific explorations focus on the “ever-transforming interchange between the
observer and a non-virtual mesoscopic phenomenon” and document the impossibility of reducing
such phenomenon to distinct and well-recognizable signals.
A final note for the reader: these very rich as much as diverse contributions are far from exhausting
the debate on Uncertainty. Let’s consider this a follow-up on the Mutamorphosis conference and a
continuation of a discussion that hopefully will have many other articulations, twists and turns in the
years to come. But for the time being, a big thanks to all the contributors of this issue and happy
reading!
References:
1. Louis Bec. “Mutamorphosis 2012 - Tribute to Uncertainty.” Mutamorphosis 2012. http://
mutamorphosis.org/2012/tribute-to-uncertainty/.
2. Dictionaries, Oxford, ed. 2010. Oxford Dictionary of English. Third Edition. Oxford University Press.
3. Robins, Kevin. 1996. Into the Image : Culture and Politics in the Field of Vision. London ; New York:
Routledge.
4. Murphie, Andrew, and John Potts. 2003. Culture and Technology. Boundmills, Basingstoke,
Hampshire ; New York: Palgrave.
5. Sterne, Jonathan. 2007. “Out with the Trash: On the Future of New Media.” In Residual Media, edited
by Charles R. Acland, 16–31. U of Minnesota Press: 23.
6. Stengers, Isabelle. 2010. Cosmopolitics I — University of Minnesota Press. Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press: 52
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Louis Bec. Istione Sarksi, 1997-99, artificial life model, softimage

IS ‘UNCERTAINTY’
SOMETHING NECESSARY TO
THE CONDITION OF DOUBT?
Dialogue between Franco Torriani & Roberta Buiani
by Franco Torriani
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This dialogue is taken from a recent email uncertainty (when understood as practice) as our
exchange we initiated in preparation to write an very mind is hardwired to concepts of boundaries,
article for a publication. The publication never established conventions and definite outcomes.
happened, but the dialogue remains.
Franco Torriani: The Louis Bec preliminary
Franco Torriani: Is Uncertainty something text to MMII was a very sensible scriptural guide
necessary, not to say essential, to the condition that balanced established assumptions with the
of being in doubt? Honestly speaking, when contemporary terra incognita effect represented
I approached, as an attractor, the set of by the opportunities and problems of our coming
streams involved in MutaMorphosis II, Prague, times. I see in this approach either a kind
December 2012, I focused my efforts on theories, of standard on ethics, perhaps an apprehension
cases, challenges involved in the stream of interest for ethics, or a behavioural state of mind. In the
with which I was dealing. I have to thank friends realm of uncertainty or uncertain practices,
and colleagues participating in my session. They ethics have become a much-debated concept that
have been fundamental in indicating how their emerged more than once at MMII. We are very
practice, their investigations and case-studies, sensible to ethical questions, whose discussion is
their questioning the impact of definite actions, tightly linked to the constantly present attraction
hopes and fears lead to multi-disciplinary we have towards Certainty. Maybe we feel that the
productions and hybrid practices in a de-modern latter is an unavoidable condition that can’t be
scenario.
expunged from life!
I wonder whether Uncertainty, beyond its
status as “idea” or as specific principle belonging
to the complex realm of quantum theory, can be
delimited through a series of concrete experiments
and phenomena or it may articulate a set of issues
that are almost impossible to specify distinctly. In
my opinion, a “Tribute to Uncertainty” is a complex
dramaturgy, with a violation-of-boundaries
vocation, yet needing a strict discipline in practice.
Roberta Buiani: Is this “discipline in
practice” a method, or a series of methods
handpicked from different areas or studies in
order to work outside their boundaries or is it
rather an invitation to “violate” and thus modify
disciplinary boundaries from within? In the first
case, the “discipline in practice” would mean
breaking free from the existing constraints of
conventional disciplinary divisions: but wouldn’t
it create yet another discipline? In the second
case, it would mean using specific methods
that are not necessarily “native” of a particular
discipline in order to address and understand a
particular phenomenon better, or simply in a nonconventional way. But wouldn’t this anchor us to
the very discipline from which we wanted to depart,
and simultaneously run the risk to de-legitimate
our research effort? In either ways, what emerges
is an inherent inability to “think” in terms of
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Roberta Buiani: Ethics is an interesting
concept when it emerges as part of the debate on
Uncertainty. During MMII it was mentioned as the
cause of “impasse”: ethics may prevent, even if
partially, the adoption of the forms of disciplinary
trespassing and violation mentioned above. It is
as if ethics had no reason to exist in a situation of
uncertainty. In fact, once some forms of ethics are
established, how could we make sure that they
are respected? A situation of uncertainty creates
rather the opposite, as it not only encourages a
wide range of interpretations, but also tends
towards unpredictable outcomes that might,
or might not comply with established ethics of
conduct. In this case, then, ethics become an
instrument of control: this is not a control of an
uncertain situation, but of its very perception.
The issues of interdisciplinary practice as
an imperfect rules-breaking tool and ethics as an
inherent mechanism of (self) governance of the
uncertain situation brings us back to the notion
of control. The hegemony of control over virtually
anything appears to emerge over and over again
to tame our anxieties towards misinterpretation
and instability. This re-turn to control is palpable
at many levels: it can be detected in the activity
of the artist who is pressured to propose new
practices and original takes, yet only if this “new”
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Kamen Kamenov, Homo Faber (www.kamenkamenov.com) - Picture courtesy of the author; http://www.behance.net/KamenKamenov

can be classified within certain delimitations
(dictated by decency, aesthetics rules or
technology uses); it is noticeable in today’s use
of online platforms and pre-fabricated content
management systems (CMS), whose content
would not be readable if we suddenly decided to
change radically their structures. These platforms
are designed to be customized (or re-modulated),
but not personalized (or experimented with); it is
true within activist communities, where tried and
tested strategies and tactics are hardly replaced by
new forms of resistance, because of the inherent
risks they might pose.
Franco Torriani: In Varela’s style, the link
between action and perception is one. Uncertainty
is inherent, to various degrees, from the start to the
end of whatever we do. My unpretentious syncretic
ethical (ethics may be!) pattern of thought or of
action is based on an apparently curious rational
uncertainty. I have in mind the “Homo faber” from
the Max Frisch’s novel with the same name. The
presumed rational hero of the Novel, Herr Faber,
dramatically discovers Uncertainty - and his own
human frailness- when he has to face a hard
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destiny. I wonder if this complex, and by definition
uncanny topic of Uncertainty, in our so-called
biopolitical era has reached a peculiar upgrading
towards vagueness.
_______________
Franco Torriani
Graduated in Economics at University of Turin,
he studied the relations between economy and
social environment. Independent consultant in
external relations and communication strategy,
he worked on setting up several cultural events
and contributed to many publications. From the
early 1970s, he has been studying the interactions
between science, technology, old and new creative
media. In recent years he has specially focused
on the relationship between the forms and means
of expression and Life Sciences. He is member of
the Board of Pépinières européennes pour jeunes
artistes (Saint-Cloud, France – Chairman from
1998 to 2007); member of Ars Technica (Turin,
Paris), founding member of ArsLab (Turin) and
editorial consultant for http://noemalab.org/.
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‘THREE AT ONE BLOW’

A pace of influx of technological advances, current
networking and interdisciplinary approaches
by Ildiko Meny
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The Mutamorphosis conference was the
third of a conference marathon I ran in late 2012.
Sometimes things get very compressed and exciting. Two of the conferences I attended were planned much in advance: to present an ongoing curatorial project [1](Fig.1) at the German Science
Communication community annual conference
(Dresden, Dec. 3-5) and then to present again
and get a better sense for the mysterious “Mutamorphosis Mutalogues on uncertain mutant
futures” (Prague, Dec 6-8), which is only a three
hours train ride apart
from Dresden. Another
invitation from Toulouse to present my recent
project about medicinal plants came in just
at the very last minute
and I decided to grasp
this one too on my way
north (Toulouse, Nov.
28-Dec.01).
It was worth to do
so, because the Goethe
Institute Toulouse conference [2] was the one
with the most interdisciplinary delicately woven
approach. It sought to
get together a sophisticated public program
in search for processes
that influence democratic participation of people and therefore hosted
an international small
bunch of speakers from
art, sociology, political
research and human rights activists for panel discussions, vernissage and artist workshop. In the
light of economical crisis and its ongoing movements, especially in Spain and political changes
in Tunisia and its neighboring countries, the urge
for participatory democratic processes and interventions is steadily growing. The Goethe Institute
reacted in 2012 with hosting a series on interdisciplinary public video-conferences [3] and art
projects [4] in various institutes and with partners
around the world.
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Artist Veit Stratman [5] side event workshop in the Toulouse Art Academy was introduced with an interrogative credo that I absorbed
immediately with delight:

“Can an artistic gesture be based on the
notions of choice, of decision-making, of the posture of those who encounter the artwork? Can
this decision-making become constructive material? If political action originates in the act of making a choice, can an encounter with art generate
a permanent oscillation between a political
and an artistic gesture?
Can an artistic gesture
undo the coherence of a
space without affecting
its physical integrity,
create a “parenthesis”
or construct a loophole
in its meaning in order
to generate a statutory
blurring? Can this statutory blur become creative matter?”
In my personal opinion: yes, artists and
“Indignados” are able
to irritate, translate,
animate, educate, disseminate, create, hack,
blog, decide and question… the “Indignados”
in Spain and around
the world are questioning the current system
rejecting the “insolent,
selfish” power of money, markets and growing corruption defending
the social “values of modern democracy” staying
and living together in the streets of Spain for
being a loophole - a social sculpture - themselves. Invited speaker and journalist from Tunisia,
Sihem Bensedrine was emotionally telling about
her long path in defending and promoting democratic processes like press freedom in Tunisia for
over 20 years up to today. Several Human Rights
Organizations and Governments recognize her
work.
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With recently launched Radio Kalima [6]
she co- founded another public voice that tells
about the current situation and can be reached
online for English and French translation.
Science communicators in more free
democratic systems also seek to inform the public.
Sometimes they explore new formats to do so, but
mostly they translate written scientific findings into
written stories about science. They get criticized
for being either too sophisticated or too dull and
they are apparently under pressure to present
haunting news. In Germany since 1999 there has
been a small team in Berlin [7] responsible for
fostering dialogue and networking within national
science institutions, universities, schools, science
museums and the media. Nowadays some
scientists slam, blog and even “tweetup” their
findings…they play games to map the brain and
of course are lurking for every new technology to
in vivo understand and visualize processes and
patterns…the public press seems to be a little
behind in regards to this endless information flow.
It’s interesting to watch new collaborations, open
access journals and movements pop up.

Marilyn Manson performing… I am not at all
afraid of slicky snails on decomposing bodies…
maybe I misunderstood Dr. Bennekes message to
artificially make up a ballistic story to catch the
public to translate scientific findings. There is a
fine line in making up a story to go viral using some
buzzwords, which have apparently not much to do
with the content. Virus is a virus is a virus; it is not
a war per se? I remember vividly the plenary talk
from Press Officer Dr. Susanne Glasmacher of the
Robert-Koch Institute in science communication
conference 2010 when she offended the media
going viral with the fears about the uncertain/
certainly approaching bird flu epidemic. Only bad
news is good news?

Hopefully not! I can be very attracted by
minimal and low tune voices and interventions
to get a story of a current finding and a new
interesting
technology.
Apparently
subtle
interventions and more quite voices like the one
from Mrs. Bensedrine in Toulouse might become
even more sustainable, exactly because they are
delicately low tune and seemingly unimpressive in
the beginning. I personally would prefer to take a
second or a third look than being blown away from
I am extremely fascinated by the pace of the beginning.
influx of these technological advances, current
networking and interdisciplinary approaches and
Therefore I also very much appreciated
research I had the chance to learn about in all the metamorphosis presentations of artists
three conferences. These days we are ready to working and discussing the power of the small
dive deeper into the jungle of the digital world: to but powerful micro organisms living in, with and
use virtual reality to work with patients who suffer around us, like our microbiome [10]. Even bearing
from chronic pain, a talk by Dr. Tyler Fox from in mind that communicable diseases are “ Killers”
Canada at Mutamorphosis Prague [8] or to walk do we need this weird vocabulary to show off
around a town where some corners are “cached” domination and to temporarily eradicate the “bad
and virtually connected to a current on site science guys”? Is this just another market speech or do
exhibition, telling the story of former science we need much more delicate understanding into
pioneers. (Heinrich Herz exhibit in Bonn, which this emerging but not new field, to coexist? At this
was presented in Dresden by Dr. Helge David [9]). point the artist/scientist community in Prague
This is blended learning from information we are was much less anthropocentric, and seemingly
feeding constantly into the net.
much more open to uncertainty. It was a pleasure
to see the Mutamorphosis conference Organizers
But I also was somehow disappointed and some presenters after the final presentation
by the first plenary speaker at the Dresden on food hacking slightly tired and easily draped
conference; German “shooting star” in science over the couch on Prague theatre stage, after they
communication, forensic entomologist and presented several subtle and fun international
Marilyn Manson styled Dr. Mark Benneke was activities and a nomadic manifesto quoting
romanticizing crime and death in his talk to get Paracelsus. I wish the students, which presented
a broad audience. Actually, I would prefer to see their social experiment of implementing the
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locally grown “carrot dog” as alternative to “ hot
dog” could sell them at the next conference. Maybe
this represents also another kind of “loophole” to
play around with carnivore behavior. Also, the food
hacking as I understood it, is to create a anarchist
food aesthetic connected to the idea of more
sustainable and fairly distributed food production.

behind Mutamorphosis.
References:
1. “Ongoing Syntopischer Salon curatorial project”:
www.syntopischersalon.de

2. “Goethe Institute mapping democracy project 2012/2013”:
Finally after all those interesting talks and http://www.goethe.de/ins/fr/tou/ver/acv/bku/2012/
people I met at all three conferences (thank you de10270725.htm
Roberta Buiani for inviting me to write this review),
I would like to mention that the key impression for 3. “Goethe Institute Art Project 2012 ”: www.participar.
me was, that the networking between participants de (only in German and Spanish)
from all over went extremely well (at least for me).
Meanwhile I also met again personally with another 4. “Conference Toulouse Goethe Institute 2012 http://
presenter from the science communication www.goethe.de/ges/prj/map/prj/enindex.htm
conference, Dr. Minna Oltersdorf, head of the
Braunschweig Science Center [11] to prepare an 5. “ Veit Stratman” http://www.galeriechezvalentin.
alternative workshop format together for the next com/fr/artistes/veit_stratmann/works/
annual conference in Germany in November 2013.
Last but not least around one month after the 6. “Radio Kalima” http://www.kalimatunisie.com
Prague conference I got some wonderful drawings
from UK based Anna Ellerington for a project on 7. “Wissenschaft im Dialog Germany” http://
“uneasy dreams” I have in mind related to Kafkas www.wissenschaft-im-dialog.de/ueber-uns/
novel Metamorphosis. But that’s another story gruendung-und-geschichte.html
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Ildiko Meni

and Sport for Development. Dance projects with
refugees at schools and refugee center.

ldiko Meny studied Medicine at Semmelweiss
University Budapest, Paris and graduated from FU
Berlin. Postgraduation in Public Health. Clinical
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and education in Psychotherapy in Hamburg and
Stanford University. Research on Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder in refugees and sexually abused
women. More than 5 years working for German
Development Cooperation (GIZ/WHO/UNDP) in
Health Projects programming and project cycle
development including GBV and Reproductive
Health/HIV/AIDS. School Health Education
projects at University of Munich (2005- 2010).
Since 2008 as freelance curator for various
art projects in Public Space and cofounder of
Syntopischer Salon – Art/Science Interface in
Munich, Madrid, Berlin and Vienna ( April 2013).
Own Installations about Women’s Rights, Light,
Health and medicinal Plants (Goetheinstitute
Madrid/ Toulouse 2012) Special Interests: chronic
Stress and Health, Early Child Development,
Communication for Development and reaching
vulnerable populations. Violence Prevention
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Tobias Leingruber, Social ID Bureau, 2012

THE POWER OF
COUNTERPOWER

Radical forms of resistance in the Networks
by Daphne Dragona
In “Communication Power”, Manuel
Castells argues that today’s culture is developed
and structured through systems of communication.
It is a culture based not on content but on process;
not on the basis of shared values but on the sharing
of the value of communication [1]. It is a culture
of protocols based on the power of the networks,
on the possibility of continuously exchanging
information. As messages, ideas and discourses
are constantly generated and diffused around a
multiplicity of digital communication networks
today, power relationships unavoidably are to
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be found at the points of activation and control.
Users today are not simply exchanging
information in the interconnected space of flows;
they also shape their thoughts and beliefs within
them. They generate content influencing the
networks and they allow the networks to partly
affect and control their acts; they are dependent
on the continuous flow of information, following
everyday reality through them, and using the social
networking platforms in order to communicate
and work on forms of organization and resistance.
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But, how safe can the contemporary multitude really feel within the networks? How can one escape
the forms of data aggregation and control? Can
networks be reprogrammed? Can new topologies
be found beyond surveillance and fear? And how?

will aim to discuss the notion of power in the networks and to highlight the necessity of emerging
forms of counterpower while examining the possibilities given through exploits and radical alternatives. Play and creativity are suggested as vivid
incentives that may encourage new forms of orgaIn order to discuss resistance within the networks, nization and unification for the digital multitude.
their asymmetrical structure needs to be taken
into consideration. Different politics of asymmetry Defining power
develop on different layers and unequal power law
distributions can be found among nodes or betwe- Power is a relationship and not an attribute Caen the unit of the netstells clarifies. It is “the
work and those who inrelational capacity that
fluence its architecture
enables a social actor
and control it. Networks
to influence asymmetoday might be heterotrically the decisions
genous, polyphonic and
of other social actor(s)
multicultural but hardly
in ways that favor the
could one say that they
empowered actor’s will,
are rhizomatic. As Galinterests, and values”
loway and Thacker have
[5] Explaining his staargued “this multiplicity
tement, he refers to Miof nodes in no way imchael Man’s definition
plies an inherently deof power as the ability
mocratic, ecumenical
to pursue and attain
or egalitarian order.”
goals through mastery
“Quite the opposite” [2].
of one’s environment
Some nodes are always
as well as to Hannah
stronger than others
Arendt’s approach on
and front-end dynamics
power as the ability to
– where users as nodo something always
des interact – unavoidaagainst someone or
bly empower back-end
against the values and
dynamics ¬¬– to which
interests of someone
users as nodes have no
[6]. Power is therefoaccess – [3]. Asymmetry
re always relational. It
therefore seems to be
implies two sides, two
the model but it can also
actors describing the
become the tactic.
relationship
between
them, showing the imposition of the will of the one
Asymmetry is “the inspiration for the concept of against the other. But in the case of the networks
exploit” [4], the basis for intervention, disruption a controversy appears.
of control and change. It is the ground where resistance, counterpower as Castells names it, de- Networks are not hierarchical structures. Neither
rives from. Locating the weak points of strategic are they defined by two actors. On the contrary,
significance, blocking central nodes or exiting to- networks are sets of interconnected nodes, colwards alternatives are examples of such tactics lections of links between elements of a unit [7],
of asymmetry; their effects might be temporary, relational constancies between components [8].
but the changes brought can still be significant They are based on multiplicities formed together
for the future of a networked condition. The paper after common interests and values and their
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nodes as well as the relationships between them
are respectively important. The whole makes the
parts and the parts make the whole as Stalder
argues [9]; at the same time, they are openended and multi-edged with boundaries subject
to constant change [10]. At a first sight, power
should have no position in the networks; power
should be approached as a threat and asymmetry
should exist only if it functions complementarily
[11]. But networks are infected by power [12]; It
looks like no one controls them, but networks are
controlled [13]. There might be no authority, no
legitimisation of the power of one node against
others, but different power dynamics evolve and
compete with or within the network structure.

that influence the formation of power. For this
reason, the network making power is the most
important form of power. Deciding upon processes
of configuration and therefore processes of
communication on one hand and controlling the
connecting points between networks on the other,
the programmers and the switchers have the
main control of the networks of communication.
These actors do not need to be identified with one
particular group or individual. “In many instances
the power holders are networks themselves” [15].

Resistance to network making power can only be
formed, according to Castells, by turning to the
very same mechanisms that constitute power in
the networks, by programming and switching.
But how perceptible are networks’ power Through collective action, according to Castells,
dynamics and who are the main actors involved? counterpower can be developed, which can mean
“introducing new codes in networks’ programs”,
Network making power and counterpower “altering the kernel of the program code” or
“blocking the switches between networks that
According to Castells four different forms of power allow control” [16]. Disrupting the flow and
can be identified:
reconfiguring networks are two processes that are
connected, not only for resistance to be formed
a) The networking power: the power of inclusion but also for alternatives to be found.
and exclusion, or rather the power of the ones
included in the network over the ones excluded The protocol and the counter-protocol
from it.
Alexander Galloway places the protocol in
b) The network power: the power of the standards the centre of the discussion regarding power,
of a network, the protocol, over its components, describing it as a massive control apparatus
its nodes.
that guides distributed networks [17]. Following
Deleuze’s thought on society of control, he argues
c) the networked power: the power exercised by that after the centralised control of the sovereign
certain nodes over others.
society and the decentralised control of the
disciplinary society of Foucault, “new forms of
d) the network making power: the power to free-floating control” had to become apparent in
constitute and program networks according accordance to the new distributed diagram [18].
to the goals assigned and the ability to connect Emphasizing the protocol, Galloway’s approach is
and ensure the cooperation between different close to Castells’s network power. Yet Galloway’s
networks. The actors holding this form of power insistence is interesting to note. The protocol is
are called by Castells respectively programmers not only a set of recommendations and rules for
and switchers [14].
him, it also proposes the route of the flow for
communication and therefore it influences the
Castells poses the network and its structure of network nodes [19]. This form of power does not
organization in the center of his study regarding necessarily need to be “bad”, as he mentions, but
power. The potentialities and constraints of the it can be dangerous [20].
network model, its protocol and structure as
well as the possibility to be programmed and Resistance to this form of protocological power
connected with other networks are the elements can only be found in asymmetry, in locating the
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the “holes” and exploiting the power differentials
existing in the system [21]. Using a term from the
hackers community, Galloway and Thacker name
this form of resistance “exploit” and describe it as
a “resonant flow designed to resist, threaten and
ultimately desert the dominant political diagram”
[22]. Galloway and Thacker, like Castells, also
argue that the introduction of new codings is
important in terms of disciplines, methodologies
and practices for any counterprotocological
practice [23]. However, while Castells, underlines
the importance of identifying the actors holding
the power and their dynamics, they rather seem
to underline the necessity of comprehending
the asymmetry and interrelationships found in
networks. Galloway and Thacker go through
different examples from biology, terrorism,
technology and global politics identifying actors,
but they don’t generalise or categorise them. They
are rather interested in the edges and not the nodes,
therefore the connections and not the actors [24].

points out, while reprogramming is achieved after
resistance, this might not be necessarily for the
benefit of the users; when privacy policies are
re-introduced in social networking sites, new
forms of appropriation and data enclosure make
their appearance in the name of “openness and
connectedness” [26]. Stumpel also discusses
software applications developed by creators as
counterprotocological practices and he looks into
alternatives based on open source software as
promising alternatives for the networked future.

The last few years the list of open source
alternatives for social networking sites has
grown. More and more creators develop platforms
that liberate users from the mechanisms of
exploitation and control while at the same
time more and more users are aware of issues
concerning their privacy and their data. At the
same time, however, resistance seems futile.
The percentage of users in alternative platforms
remains small and the acts of opposition
Understanding power in social networking sites against the mechanisms of the dominant
platforms are ephemeral and often unfruitful.
Social networking sites can be considered
networks of asymmetry where network-making Which are the reasons for this impasse? Apart
power is exercised by companies on users. from the obvious and often said ‘but everybody is
Millions of users around the world are sharing on Facebook’ argument that holds users back what
knowledge, information and affects through a makes networks difficult to comprehend and do not
relatively short number of social networking allow counterpower to become powerful enough?
sites. Their interests, beliefs, ideas, fears and
desires are circulating in an interconnected Tiziana Terranova describes the new diagram of
social realm where every interaction leaves power “as an abstract machine of soft control”,
behind a mark. With privacy policies that allow which operates by exploiting “the productive
data aggregation and plug ins that allow data capacities of the hyperconnected many” [27].
access to third parties, social networking sites And “it is not soft because it is less harsh (often
succeed in capitalizing relationships and affects, it has nothing gentle about it) but because it is an
creating profit for the corporations behind them. experiment in the control of systems that respond
violently and often suicidally to rigid control” [28].
Mark Stumpel, an MA graduate student from How would social networking sites be if users
the University of Amsterdam recently studied were obliged to have their profiles public, if they
the mechanisms of control and resistance on were asked directly to provide data to third parties
social networking sites focusing especially on or if it was apparent how their searches are being
Facebook [25]. Using Castells and Galloway’s tracked and how much value is being generated?
approaches in correlation with the critical writing Control in networks like Facebook has to be soft in
of Matteo Pasquinelli and Tiziana Terranova, order to work. For this reason, users are given the
Stumpel discusses in his thesis different cases possibility -or the impression- of being in control
of programming, switching and reprogramming of their own data. They can modify their privacy
based on examples of platforms and plug ins that settings choosing among the options offered and
allowed exploitation and control. As he rightly decide who has access to their uploaded content;
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Men In Grey, 2010, Ars Electronica

but, they cannot control the use of their data by their centralised layer which is purposefully left unclear.
parties, nor can they disrupt the switching. Control
is not only soft therefore; it is also invisible, enabled Thirdly, the social and the informational reflect
through the interconnections of the platform. another dark side of the networked culture; that
is the coexistence in networks of both human
A second point that needs to be mentioned following and nonhuman elements. “[Networks] exercise
this first argument is that there is of course a novel forms of control that operate at a level that
certain degree of complexity when discussing is anonymous and non-human” Galloway and
networks. Two different types of networks Thacker write [31]. Although humans might be
intersect to formulate a social networking site: the ones that constitute and construct networks,
the social and the informational. The two of there is always the possibility that the network
them have different topologies and dynamics, logic might take over they argue. Is this what is
but the user has access only to the image of the happening today in the world of social media?
former and not the latter. For instance a user can Are users losing power because non-human
imagine or see a visualisation in relation to his mechanisms are used to exercise control? This
friends but not in relation to the flow of her data. idea that might also be connected to the Actor
A decentralised network is feeding a centralised Network Theory, brings again to the foreground
one, something that Castells had noted already in the question of Bruno Latour regarding human
1996, realising the changes brought with the new and nonhuman actants: it is important to ask not
informational and communication technologies only who is acting and but also what is acting and
enabling human interaction [29]. The term to take into consideration the uncertainty of an
network is therefore used to describe systems of action [32]. The discussion around the involvement
human interaction that emphasize both individual of the nonhuman element has at the same time
action and structural patters [30], and these created a controversy among scholars as there
structural patterns rely on an informational is also the argument that the human element,
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has at the same time created a controversy among
scholars as there is also the argument that the
human element, the role of the individual, is in this
case being undermined. Christian Fuchs and Jan
van Dijk for instance have criticized Castells as a
technological determinist who is leaving aside the
importance of the individual, examining networks
on an abstract level, using computational language.
Society is still “based on humans, who are reflexive
and self conscious, that have cultural norms and
anticipative thinking” Fuchs characteristically
has written [33]; while van Dijk has claimed that
Castells is “inclined to reify networks and the
network society as clearly demarcated units or
actors that overwhelm the rest of social reality
instead of analysing them as constantly changing
relations of human actors that expand and shrink
and overlap with other social structures in a
mutual shaping of structure and action” [ 34].
Finally, a last important point that needs
to be mentioned is the difficulty of cultivating
collective awareness and action. Castells argues
in his latest book, that the new notion of mass
self-communication is of historical importance,
as any user can address a global audience
through self-generated, self-directed and selfselected messages [35]. He believes that this can
significantly assist in the formation of resistance
and social change as it provides autonomous
channels of communication. But it needs to be
added that this emphasis on the potentiality of the
user as a singularity can be ambiguous. It might
actually imply a self-centred perception of the
network, encouraging an illusionary narcissistic
understanding of one’s position within it. Or, it
might also embrace phenomena like clicktivism
and interpassitivity, where one postpones
being affective and active [36], and leaves the
responsibility to her online profile and to clicks
and shares on information about action [37]. The
sad truth is, as Tiziana Terranova has argued,
that in today’s interconnected world we might
be connected but we are not unified. There is no
single signifier or a stable consensus she argues
that can assist in forming resistance. What is
needed therefore is not a common position, but
a common passion, one that would be able to
unify the multitude, starting with affects [38].
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So how can this impasse be surpassed? It
seems that there is an urge for modes and affects
that will assist users to understand the different
topologies of the social and the informational,
to realise the existence of the human with
the nonhuman and to ultimately comprehend
the functioning of control in networks. But,
where could such modes and affects be found?
A call for play: Apparatus and counter-apparatus
The idea of the counterpower framed by
Castells, or of counterprotocol expressed by
Galloway define different forms of resistance
which, along with others expressed especially
by philosophers, highlight the importance of
the ‘power to’ against the ‘power over’. One
for instance could also recall the idea of the
counter-actualisation of Gilles Deleuze [39] and
the counter-apparatus of Giorgio Agamben. [40]
What is common about them is that they all lie
on the possibility of change, on the potentiality
of the actors who although subject to power, can
turn against it. As Foucault has put it “[it] does not
mean that we are always trapped, but that we are
always free…, that there is always the possibility
of changing” [41]. Resistance is therefore rather
about the possibility of one becoming the actor of
her own events, of the chance of going further than
thought possible as Deleuze has framed it. But this
emphasis on possibilities and potentialities for a
change connects resistance to another field, the
field of play. As Apperley and Dieter have argued
there is actually something game-like about the
way Deleuze explores the potentials; counteractualisation involves amplifying a disruptive force
across an otherwise reiterative structure [42]. Play
appears to constitute then the force of change. And
it is not only in Deleuze’s writing that we locate this.
This role of play as a source of
resistance is particularly underlined in the
work of Giorgio Agamben. In his analysis on
the apparatus and the counter-apparatus,
Agamben talks about the necessity of
fighting mechanisms, which “capture, orient,
determine, intercept, model, control, or secure
gestures, behaviors, opinions or discourses”.
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To succeed in this, to go against the power of
the apparatus, resistance can only be found in one
act, the act of profanation [43]. And this profanation
according to Agamben can greatly be achieved
though play. “To profane means not simply to
abolish and erase separations but to learn to put
them to a new use, to play with them” [44]. Play
for Agamben, is thus the force that has the ability
to de-activate elements, material or immaterial
found in the apparatus and to also assigning a new,
different use to them. Play allows the possibility for
switch and sudden change, freeing behaviour, and
rendering common what before was separated.

reason, this form of resistance is very close to
hacking and to the development of free and open
source software and culture. As Raymond was
saying “To do the Unix philosophy right, …you need
to care. You need to play. You need to be willing to
explore” [56]. More than a decade later one could
say that this spirit persists and can now be traced
in the creative and innovative practices of artists,
activists, programmers and skilful users who are
working on digital networks. They are the actors of
playful, yet serious, resistance. They are, what Jan
Rune Holmevick calls, the electrate inventors, the
ones that have the skills and competences needed
to intervene in a new media-rich world [57]. They
are the contemporary bricoleurs, looking back at
the term as it was introduced by Levi Strauss and
revisited by Derrida [58]; The electrate inventors
are both bricoleurs and engineers as they work
with ad hoc strategies but they also build a
discourse after their actions.

But what would it mean to deactivate
certain functions within a network and to assign
a new use to elements that are being exploited?
Agamben’s thought is not far from the countermechanisms described by Castells or Galloway.
The specification however of the role of play assists
in understanding how counter-tactics or forms of
exploit can emerge, surpassing to a greater or In search of a playful exploit
lower extent the difficulties spotted beforehand.
The playful exploit is a proposal for a new
Play as the disruption of settled understanding of how resistance might still be
expectations [45], as a state of mind where the possible in the networked reality, activated by play
spirit of play is injected [46], as free movement and expressed through creativity. It is an attempt
within rigid structures [47] will be considered to locate and highlight the playful but yet radical
for the last section of this paper as the force for elements that might characterise strategic moves
transformation, the passage for taking over the made to regain control. Taking into consideration
control of power. The following elements of play the mechanisms of counterpower as described
will particularly be taken into consideration:
by Castells, the definition of the exploit as framed
by Galloway and Thacker and the role of play as
- Play’s affective character as it is based on one’s pointed out by Agamben, different examples of
own will [48] and on a redundancy of vital energy resistance are being presented and categorised.
[49];
For every case, the short description of the exploit
- Play as playing with the rules and using is followed by a description of the work and a
degenerate strategies [ 50, 51];
reference to its playful elements.
- Play’s openness to possibilities and
transformation. [52, 53];
Form of exploit: Exposure
- Play’s connection to anonymity and disguise, Example of action/ work: Men In Grey (N/A)
protecting and liberating one’s identity [54];
Creator: Men In Grey
- Play’s emphasis on the social and collaborative, Type: intervention – documentation - installation
on response-abilities that play and care draw
together as part of the emerging play ethic [55].
“The greater the dependence on a
technology the greater the need to study and expose
Play is therefore proposed as the element its inner workings, regardless of ownership or
in-between, the invisible switch that acts to legal provision” artists Oliver, Savicic and Vasiliev
render resistance possible. Play itself is not the write in the Critical Engineering Manifesto [59].
resistance, it is the mode, the drive. For this
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Danja Vasiliev, Netless 2, 2012

Exposure is a reverse engineering tactic. It
purposefully exposes exposure aiming to present
the possibility of exploitation by third parties and
to tackle matters of insecurity and distrust for
the networked realm. It reveals the nonhuman,
the machinic and the informational that are
hidden behind connectivity, sociability and online
interaction. Exposure comes as an awakening to
soft control, inviting users to realize and confront
their fears.

Men In Grey [60] uses such a form of an
exploit in an intervention for the contemporary
cityscape. Two men dressed in smart grey suits,
holding screen based briefcases cross public
spaces, invade open wifi networks and capture,
reconstruct and reveal any transaction of
information taking place at the particular place
and time. Emails, chats, images, internet web
pages, one’s supposed private data suddenly go
public. Captured data appear on the screens of
the briefcases, creating discomfort and unrest.
When the project is exhibited, the faces
and the names of the artists are not revealed.
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Identities remain invisible, just like network power
is. At the same time, the screen based briefcase is
glamorously presented in a glass-case, allowing
users to interact with it, to test it with their devices
and to realize that it really works. Performing acts
of ‘switching’, the Men In Grey create a playful
set of action which balances between fiction and
reality, surprise and fear.
Form of exploit: Obfuscation
Example of action/ work: Cryptoparty
Creator: several around the world
Type: party, workshop
Obfuscation is a term introduced by Helen
Nissenbaum and Finn Brunton, to describe a form
of vernacular resistance, which is based on the
idea of providing misleading, false, or ambiguous
data in order to make data gathering less reliable
and therefore less valuable. Obfuscation comes
as a response to the asymmetry that the scholars
see between power and knowledge within digital
networks.
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“We do not know all that they know about
us, how they come to know it, or even who all
the significant players might be” [61]. As a
counter-logic obfuscation is proposed as an ad
hoc strategy, a weapon for the weak, a practice
potentially beyond morality with the mission to
protect the privacy of the individual [62].

[65]. Obfuscation resembles cheating if one
considers how the privacy policies of different
social networking sites are violated or ignored.
But on the other hand, was the play ever fair? The
mechanisms of switching and aggregation the
companies use are not made clear. Obfuscation
therefore might lie outside morals, but possibly
they were no morals anyway in the first place.

Nissenbaum and Brunton refer to a vast
variety of well-known examples such as Tor, Form of exploit: Overidentification
TrackMeNot and Facecloack that users can find Example of action: Social ID Bureau (2012)
individually online to
Creator:
Tobias
protect themselves from
Leingruber
surveillance. Recently,
Type: intervention, ID
however, in August
item
2012 a new idea was
born and spread like
Overidentification is a
a virus in different
form of resistance based
cities, the organising of
on the appropriation of
Cryptoparties.
the sovereign ideology
in order to criticize it. It
Cryptoparties are events
is an aesthetic strategy
that invite users to gather
that was initiated first
and learn how to defend
back in the late ‘80s
their right to anonymity,
by the band Laibach
pseudonymity and
and the art collective
privacy. Providing users
Neue
Slowenische
with basic knowledge
Kunst in Ljubljana.
and the necessary tools,
Slavoj
Zizek
has
the organisers behind
defended the strategy,
them
encourage
a
particularly explaining
networked culture that
that it “frustrates”
can escape exploitation
the system precisely
and control. Recently the
insofar as it is not its
organisers of Cryptoparty
ironic imitation, but
in Berlin also published
rather over-identifies
a book, which is available
with it, by bringing
on the internet [63].
to light the obscene
Furthermore, the logic
superego
underside
of obfuscation has been used by members of the of the system [66]. The danger with this form of
Unlike Us network, as part of the Unlike Art project. resistance is obvious; can it ensure that it does
Such an example is the John Smith Extension, not end up strengthening the ideology and power
which transforms any users in Facebook and that it is supposed to criticize [67]?
Google+ to “John Smith”, the most common name
in these social media [64].
Nowadays, as Pasquinelli argues, Capital
has found ways to use this strategy itself. Digital
There are, however, some ethical concerns networks use, as he explains, the rhetoric of
involved in obfuscation. It is an act that misleads digital collectivism, such as peer-production free
the system, directing it to others who are culture, creative commons etc, in order to hide
unprotected, polluting it with false information the accumulation of value while intensifying
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production [68]. Networks encourage users to
participate more, to share more, to be more open
in order to have a greater accumulation of data
wealth that can be exploited.

to delete their account from social networking
sites permanently, something that was not
allowed then in most of them. The mechanisms
and appearance used were playful and humorous
in both cases. Gathering testimonials from the
In order to confront this, a re- suiciders, creating antagonism and a top rank
appropriation is needed while embracing the among them, and using amusing language and
act of overidentification. A great example to this aesthetics, the creators of both platforms turned
direction for the networked reality is the work the idea of online suicide into a social experience
of the F.A.T. Lab. Tobias Leingruber, one of its which could free the user and her data.
members, decided to set up in February 2012
in Berlin, a Social ID bureau, which would print
Stumpel examining the two projects at
Facebook ID cards for the people interested [69]. his thesis, describes them both as typical cases
Pretending to be a Facebook officer, the creator of counterprotocological resistance, as they
presented this new idea for a card, which of course succeeded in using the protocol of the platform
could contain much more information about in order to allow users to de-activate their
a person than a real ID does. Setting up a fake accounts [74]. But, one needs to point out that
office, appropriating the aesthetics of Facebook these applications did not reach high numbers of
for the production of the card, and playing himself participation, just like it happened with the ‘Quit
the Facebook person, the artist purposefully Facebook Day’, a users’ act of desertion in 2010
identified with the sovereign network, in order to [75]. Information was shared among thousands of
underline the power of control it possesses and users but only a small percentage would decide
imply its connection to any government.
for it. On the other hand, one could say that
possibly these projects helped in pressuring for
Form of exploit: Desertion / Nonexistence
the ‘reprogramming’ of Facebook as within 2010
Example of action/work: a. Seppukoo (2009) b. the possibility to actually delete one’s account was
Web 2.0 Suicide Machine (2009)
added to the network.
Author: a.Les Liens Invisibles b.Moddr
Type: software application
Form of exploit: Peer to Peer
Example of action/ work: Netless 2 (2012)
Desertion, connected to exodus and Creator: Danja Vasiliev
nomadism, stands for the evacuation of places of Type: installation/ prototype
power [70]. Hardt and Negri locate desertion as a
contemporary form of resistance, which followed
A Peer-to-Peer [P2P] network follows
sabotage that was an act of opposition for the a distributed topology based on the logic that
disciplinary society. Today, as control is distributed, any node can connect to any other node. There
desertion or non-existence as Galloway and is no central node and no hub mediating while
Thacker put it, can have a major significance. “The exchanging information. For this reason, the logic
nonexistent is that which can not be cast into any of Peer-to-Peer networks can be considered as a
available data types. It is that which can not be significant alternative to today’s centralised social
parsed by any available algorithms” [71]. In times networking sites and services. As in P2P systems
that everything can be aggregated and measured, a node is both a client and a server, power is
an act of desertion signifies leaving this space of distributed among nodes and the existence of the
control.
network itself greatly depends on the participation
of the nodes and their interactions. The disposal,
Two famous applications related to this act interest and support of the participant nodes can
are still today Sepukkoo by Les Liens Invisibles [72] therefore empower or weaken a P2P network.
and Web 2.0 Suicide Machine by Moddr [73], which They are networks based on affect as they are
coincidentally developed a similar software at the energized by the motivation of the participants who
same time in 2009. Their software enabled users wish to contribute, share and produce in common.
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Men in Grey / Julian Oliver, Danja Vasiliev - http://www.flickr.com/photos/arselectronica/4611678794/

Netless 2 is a prototype and a proposal for
a grassroots communication network following
the P2P topology [76]. Not being dependent
on the internet, it takes advantage of the city
transportation infrastructure and the movement
of the city inhabitants. Communication nodes are
attached to the transportation vehicles and users
are invited to swap data while being on the move.
When the nodes attached to the vehicles meet, a
short-range wireless communication session is
established and information is exchanged. For this
to happen no profiles are needed and no log files
are kept. Proposed as a tactical communication
platform and not as a social networking service,
Netless 2 allows messages to spread as a virus
and invites citizens to take action.

according to the creator, can also learn to start
building their own nodes and take them along
in their everyday life. Netless 2 therefore is a
proposal for a topology that not only provides a
platform but also encourages users to understand
the social and informational technologies and to
take the situation in their hands.

Netless 2 like other Peer-to-Peer networks
is based on anonymity, free movement, voluntary
participation and intrinsic motivation. Inviting
users to send messages that need to concern the
many rather the one and to seek for other nodes
in order to circulate information, this grassroots
network is participatory, playful and radical at the
same time. And it can go even further as users,

In networks such as the social networking
sites and services, power equals communication
control. As a great wealth of information is
constantly circulating within the interconnected
space of flows, social media companies are given
the opportunity to aggregate and use this wealth,
to share it with third parties and to capitalise it,
feeding back the market with captured interests,
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Netless 2 might not be an exploit in the
sense of exploiting the power differentials of
the system but it is still considered as such as it
provides knowledge and tools for an exit from the
centralised topologies towards distributed, peer
to peer paradigms.
Conclusion
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CryptoParty Handbook: day 2 - Anonymity is a basic Human Right - www.flickr.com/photos/binary_koala/sets/72157631690590612/

fears, desires and affects.
For the understanding of power in the
networks two different approaches were initially
discussed in the context of this paper; Castells’
theory on power and counterpower and Galloway
and Thacker’s analysis on the protocol and the
counter-protocol. In particular, the former work
was taken into consideration for the mechanisms
of power defined as programming, reprogramming
and switching and the latter for the development
of the notion of the exploit.
Examining especially the issue of
resistance in social networking sites, it was
considered important to locate and discuss
the reasons that impede the formation and
empowerment of resistance today. The exercise
of ‘soft’ control, the unclear topologies of the
social and the informational layer, the uncanny
nonhuman elements and the illusion of a selfcentred network were considered as issues that
do not encourage the development of collective
awareness and unification for action.
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As a response to this impasse, a turn
to a third theoretical approach was proposed;
that is the theory of the counter-apparatus
formed through play and profanation, as framed
by Giorgio Agamben. The property Agamben
attributes to play can be of great interest as the
form of resistance he refers to is close to Castells’
disruption of switching as well as to Galloway’s
and Thacker’s idea of the exploit. Based on this
observation, it was accordingly proposed to
identify and discuss as ‘playful exploits’ playful
but yet radical modes and ways of intervention
that aim to trace vulnerabilities and to impede
control.
The
different
examples
presented
specifically aim to expose how networks function,
to empower the right to anonymity, pseudonymity
and privacy, to raise awareness about the network
constraints and to encourage users towards
alternative topologies beyond control. The ‘playful
exploits’ could be regarded as a response to
Galloway and Thacker’s quest for exceptional
topologies and to Paolo Virno’s definition of
exceptional situations.
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“The exception is this high, intense and at
the same time empty moment of creativity when
we find ourselves in this no-man’s land of that
which exists no more and that which does not
yet exist” [77]. In this game-like moment, when
innovation and transgression may occur, creativity
comes to provoke changes.
If, as Tiziana Terranova argues, we are part
of a connected but not unified world that needs
common desires, fears and passions in order to
formulate resistance [78], then possibly the role
of creativity and play is specifically to assist in
providing unifying moments and experiences [79].
The affective and impulsive nature of art and play
is needed to motivate and activate the dispersed
creativity of users within networks around the
world. And at the end one needs to remember
that “power rules but counterpowers fight” [80].
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IOCOSE. Sunflower seeds on“Sunflower Seeds” Turbine Hall at Tate Modern (2011)

DISRUPTING THE GAZE
Art Intervention and the Tate Gallery
by Marc Garrett
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Disrupting the Gaze is written in three
parts. The first chapter Art Intervention and the
Tate Gallery investigates contemporary art intervention at the Tate Gallery. It includes artists, art
groups and activists: Graham Harwood, Platform,
Liberate Tate, IOCOSE, Tamiko Thiel, Mel Evans,
Mark McGowan, Mark Wallinger, Damien Hirst
and Britart. The second chapter The Power and
the Gaze studies the history of the Tate Gallery, its
connection with the Millbank Penetentiary and the
“Panopticon”,
Jeremy
Bentham’s design and
concept for the prison.
The third chapter explores different concepts of
“the gaze” and includes
feminist, societal and
media art contexts. Together they form part of
a larger study that looks
at dissent in the context
of contemporary art,
technology and social
change.
Each artist(s) featured in this chapter
delivers his or her own
particular unofficial and
official mode of art intervention at the Tate
Gallery. Whether these
interventions
concern
economic, social or political conditions, they
all connect in different
ways. Less in their style
or genre than as contemporary artistic practitioners exploring their own states of agency in a
world where our public interfaces are as much a
necessary place of creative engagement, as is the
already accepted physical ‘inner’ sanctum of the
gallery space. These artists’ and their artworks
have become as equally significant (perhaps even
more) than, the mainstream art establishment’s
franchised celebrities. In his vindication of those
artists hidden away in places where the art establishment’s light rarely shines, Gregory Sholette
observes that “when, the excluded are made visi-
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ble, when they demand visibility, it is always ultimately a matter of politics and rethinking history”
[1]. This draws upon a contemporary art culture
and its audiences beyond the mainstream. These artistic discoveries and discourse arise from
an independent art culture that is rarely reflected
back to us. Instead, we receive more of the same,
marketed franchises. The central, mainstream
version of contemporary art has found its allies
within a global and corporate culture, where business dictates art value.
Meanwhile, a spirit of
artistic emancipation
thrives. It is self styled,
self governed and liberated from the restrictive norms that dominate
our mediated gaze.
We live in a world
riddled with contradictions and confusing
signals. Our histories are assessed and
reshuffled according to
the interests of the powerful, and re-introduced as fact. We might
fail to notice that there
are so many bits missing. We accept what
is given through sound
bite forms of mediation
and build our cultural
foundations on these
acquired assumptions
and imagined guidelines. This paper studies
how contemporary artists are challenging these defaults through their
connected enactments and critical inquiries into
the existing conditions. It highlights a continual
dialogue involving a historical struggle between
what is held up as legitimate art and knowledge,
and what is excluded. It looks at a complexity, embedded in the class divisions of our culture. And
it draws upon struggles going as far back as the
enlightenment, the Industrial Revolution, colonialism and slavery to present day concerns with the
dominance of neoliberalism. The Tate Gallery
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is chosen as a focus for these various historical,
contemporary, political and societal conflicts and
its ability to hold our gaze as an icon of culture,
since it was founded in 1897.useful and valuable
approach.

around the marketing department because the
Tate’s Web site, in common with those of many
art museums, was seen primarily as a marketing
tool, then perhaps as interpretation, but never
before then as a venue for digital art” [4].

Uncomfortable Proximity

Uncomfortable Proximity creates a Wizard
of Oz moment, in which we momentarily discover
what lies behind the curtain. This church of art,
of historical magnitude is not unduly disrupted
but is offered an opportunity for self-reflection
and re-evaluation. These re-evaluations concern
its identity and occupation, and the validity of its
classifications where procedures based on good
breeding come to the fore.

We begin in the year 2000, when the Tate
Gallery had just commissioned its first Net Art
work, Uncomfortable Proximity [2], by Graham
Harwood. At this time, mainstream art institutions
were still coming to terms with the Internet and
the World Wide Web. The mainstream art world’s
slowness to engage the various ways in which
artists have been exploiting the digital medium,
and a networked culture has been unfortunate
not only for the artists practising in this medium,
but also for audiences hungry for an authentic
reflection of contemporary art culture. Ironically,
this lack of knowledge at the Tate Gallery enabled
Harwood to initiate a rare critical art intervention
directed at the Tate’s historical status on his own
terms. Harwood was able to bite at the hand that
fed him, whilst seen by a large audience.

Uncomfortable Proximity evokes Oscar
Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray, in which the
portrait of the eponymous hero depicts his own
dissent into moral corruption while his own body
remains untainted. The facade of his idealised
beauty is a mask for a hideous interior. He then
tries to hide the painting from prying eyes and
kills the artist who painted his portrait to keep the
darker impression of himself a secret. Wilde’s fable
is considered a work of classic gothic fiction with
“From adolescence I had visited the a strong Faustian theme in which the protagonist
Tate, read the Art books and generally pulled a sells his soul in return for worldly power.
forelock in the direction of the cult of genius, on
cue relegating my own creativity to the Victorian
“The
pessimistic
historian
Oswald
image of the rabid dog. We know well enough that Spengler (1880 – 1936) has also suggested that
this was how it was supposed to be. The historical the Faust story captures the historical essence of
literature on ‘rational recreations’ states that, the modern West, which he sees in “decline” just
in reforming opinion, museums were envisaged because of its willingness to sacrifice virtually any
as a means of exposing the working classes to other value in its quest for knowledge and power.”
the improving mental influence of middle class [6]
culture. I was being inoculated for the cultural
health of the nation”[3].
Harwood invites us to peep behind a façade,
and the people he represents appear like ghosts,
Uncomfortable Proximity demonstrates mutants, lepers and outsiders, evocative of the
the awkwardness of an artist communicating underclass of British people now referred to as
his own subjectivity, in contrast to the Tate’s own “Chavs”, “an insulting word exclusively directed
apparently untouchable stately aura. The artwork at people who are working class” [7]. It identifies
breaks into and opens up, the well-maintained and reinforces the low cultural status of those
impression of the Tate, as it sees itself and is living on council estates, homeless, unemployed,
seen by others. “The artist very deliberately used or working on a low wage. Over the last few years
the work to question the role of digital media in the mainstream media has used this word for
promotion and collection. His web site copied the celebrities they wish to denigrate as cheap or
Tate publicity site, with his own content inserted, ignorant. Jones suggests that to understand the
causing substantial institutional disruption social and political contexts of “Chavs”, you have
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My Skin and The Du Cane Boehm Family Group 1734-2000. Graham Harwood, 2000.

to look back into a period in the UK to what he
calls “the Thatcherite Experiment” of the 1980s,
part of a Conservative strategy to devalue the
prestige of being working class. This class
awareness “encourages you to define your own
economic interests against those of others. But,
above all, it conjures up the notion of a potentially
organized bloc with political and economic power,
and one that could wage war against wealth
and privilege” [8]. Thatcher instead convinced
the working classes that their own class was
no longer something to be proud of, but instead
something to escape from. A strategy promoted
by Conservatives for over two centuries, where in
order to defend privileged interests, the working
classes had to be disempowered. Harwood’s
Uncomfortable Proximity reveals this attack, and
shows us historical tensions, between the rich
and powerful and the under privileged.
The first section of Uncomfortable Proximity
presents us with a map of high society. The
second uses images of ordinary people - himself,
friends and family. To express his resistance to
these prescribed ideals, he reedited the digital
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images of the historically - respected paintings
on the Tate Gallery web site, which include works
by Turner, Hogarth, Hamilton, Gainsborough and
Constable. In using the Internet as his medium,
Harwood’s artwork reveals a possibility to us. The
Tate’s digital presence, identity, its status and
public interface, is hacked by the artwork.
Just like the modern day antics of the
Occupy movement, where situ-invasion, critique
and dissent involves moving into areas not usually
considered realms of political protest, or places of
discerning debate, Net Art activists have explored
their own particular states of agency by finding
different places to interfere with the normalized
conventions of commercial and mainstream, online
interactions. Harwood was not just challenging
the classical values of a past enlightenment
and the present existing embodiment. He was
also hacking the future, reclaiming territory for
himself and others who wished to either follow by
example, or gain confidence that a creative and
critical dissent can evolve as a cultural and artistic
endeavour. It declared to an art going public and
its connected mainstream art institutions that
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something had changed, and this was not part of of spectacle. A politics in which the worlds of art,
the scripted plan.
media and commerce exploit the images and
stories of politics purely for their sensational
Britart, Conservatism and Totalitarian Art
and marketable qualities rather than its world
changing potential.
In June 2001, activist Brian Haw began his
protest against the economic sanctions on Iraq,
Emerging artists at the time who were
opposite the Palace of Westminster in central not part of this elite were left out not because of
London. This continued until his death from their art, but because of their lack of connections
lung cancer in June 2011. It began with only a within Young Britart (YBA) circles. At this time,
few banners and as years passed the number of many artists casted aside their own creative
banners amassed, with its content pointing out intentions and values and re-invented their art
to the public and politicians around the suffering practice in accordance to YBA themes. From the
and killing of people in Iraq supported by the UK early 80s, and well into the 90s, UK art culture was
and US governments.
dominated by the marketing strategies of Saatchi
and Saatchi, a formidable force in the advertising
“Even as fresh attempts were begun to world. The same company had been responsible
oust him, he won an award for being that year’s for the successful promotion of the Conservative
‘most inspiring political figure’” [10].
party (and conservative culture) that had led to the
election of the Thatcher government in 1979.
In 2006-7 British artist Mark Wallinger
created his art installation State Britain, replicating
Charles Saatchi’s own interest in collecting
all of the tents and banners at Parliament Square. art forged a path embodying his own hobbyist
It was featured as his main entry for the Turner interests. Saatchi’s work with artists anxious
Prize at Tate Britain. The installation included for fame, at whatever cost, provided the perfect
copies of other people’s contributions to the protest partnership for marketing a new generation of
consisting of messages and banners amassed by so-called art entrepreneurs. A new myth had
Haw, and it won Wallinger the Turner Prize that been wedged into mainstream art culture, that
year. Mark Wallinger appropriates Haw’s activist these individuals were more entrepreneurial than
kudos for his own work, and confers a sense of artists had ever been before. And the celebrity
political progressiveness on the Turner Prize and of the artist was the greatest material for an
the Tate, while the institution incurs absolutely no artwork. Britart’s rise to power arrived at a period
risk.
of time when in the 1980s, the then Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher proclaimed to the nation
“Faithful in every detail, each section of “there’s no such thing as society”. And, in 1987,
Brian Haw’s peace camp from the makeshift Oliver Stone’s film Wall Street, demonstrated
tarpaulin shelter and tea-making area to the the spirit of this decade through the character
profusion of hand-painted placards and teddy Gekko, played by Michael Douglas. In the film’s
bears wearing peace-slogan t-shirts has been most riveting scene Gekko expounds that ‘greed
painstakingly sourced and replicated for the is good’. The Situationist cultural activist Stewart
display” [11].
Home suggests that the YBA movement’s evolving
presence in art culture fits within the discourse
With his close attention to the materiality of totalitarian art, “the critics who theorise the
and appearance to the Haw’s peace camp he YBA understand that by transforming art into a
achieves a total removal of all its political force. secular religion, rather than a mere adjunct of
Its installation at the Tate offered no threat to the state, liberalism imposes its domination over
extend beyond the boundaries of the hermetically the ‘masses’ far more effectively than National
sealed art object. Wallinger is perceived as the Socialism. The focus, especially in the mass
more politically aware of the celebrated artists of media, must be on the artists rather than the
his generation, but he’s working with the politics artwork” [12].
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Hans Haacke, known for his criticalness
towards the Saatchi brothers and their business
links around the world, articulated this clearly in
his show Global Marketing in 1987, at the Victoria
Miro Gallery in London. It was a meticulously
researched work, tracing the history of the
Saatchi brothers’ worldwide business empire
[13]. The theme was based on their associations
with unsavoury regimes and commercial ventures
implicated in promoting the abuse of human
rights abroad. His exhibition revealed Saatchi’s
advertising connections in South Africa as well
as their promotion of apartheid’s strategies of the
white, ruling National Party of Pieter W. Botha.

mainstream art world by a close-knit elite of
networks comprising of art institutions commercial
interests, high up government contacts, with big
budget marketing strategies. Both coups branded
their states’ identity and the artists as national
celebrities. The Internet and the World Wide Web,
have brought about shifts in contemporary art,
disputing the power of the elite to dictate what our
art can be. There has been much debate about the
lack of official branding or acceptance of “media
art” alongside its relative genres. However, these
net based practices and media art, has contributed
to the decentralization of contemporary art
enabling artistic emancipation in a wider context.
This is evident in cross-cultural art practices such
There are strong ties between Britart and as, art hacktivism, DIWO (Do It With Others), and
America’s promotion of Abstract Expressionism, peer-to-peer culture.
most prominent in the late 1950s-60s. Both art
movements comprised of loyalties endorsing Recent Art Interventions and the Tate
a patriotic identity as a condition of their
marketing strategy. At the time, the USA needed
The past few years have seen a number
a scheme that could win the hearts and minds of of art interventions at the Tate, which further
intellectuals, artists and the educated, to fight highlight the nature of its position and role in the
the cold war. From 1950-67, a new era was born, power system of the art world. They use a range
funded indirectly by the CIA mainly through the of emerging consumer technologies and tactics
body of the Congress for Cultural Freedom [14]. that intervene in the image, branding, marketing
It included the likes of Clement Greenberg, Mark strategies and impacts the Tate’s relationship
Rothko, Jackson Pollock, David Smith, Willem de with external partners.
Kooning, Hans Hofmann, Barnett Newman, Helen
Frankenthaler, and Clyfford Still. Greenberg had Augmented Reality
been a member of CCF since 1950, and was the
main intellectual guardian of this, new American
Augmented Reality (AR), which adds a
art cool. New York became the cultural art capital layer of data from the network over a digital
of the world. Greenberg spent most of his time image of the physical world, has opened up new
arguing that the most critically engaged and possibilities for viewing and experiencing the
best avant-garde artists were only to be found world around us. AR includes applications for
in America. Art celebrities such as the dynamic iPhones and Android operating systems, video
Jackson Pollock, became the new swashbuckling, and military hardware. For example, a Canadian
paintbrush, wielding hero, who stood for Western company Arcane Technologies has produced and
values, in harmony with the American dream.
sold AR devices on head-mounted displays. For
commercial use you can point at a building and
“Aided by their powerful patrons, they through GPS it gathers information, relating to
repackaged modernists aesthetics as the a particular business or the surrounding area,
celebration of American modernity. Stripped of its locate its history or collect details from Flickr,
subversive politics, the iconography of this avant- or see their account on Facebook. This finds
garde was popularised by the dream factories of applications in commercial, domestic and military
New York and Hollywood” [15].
life.
Britart
and
(American)
Abstract
“Consider a squad of soldiers in
Expressionism were both levered into the Afghanistan, performing reconnaissance on an
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Haw under arrest before the State Opening of Parliament in 2010.

opposition hideout. An AR-enabled head-mounted
display could overlay blueprints or a view from
a satellite or overheard drone directly onto the
soldiers’ field of vision” [16].
Julian Oliver, Damian Stewart and Arturo
Castro co-engineered in 2008, the urban art project
The Artvertiser. The software platform enables
alternative art content consisting of images and
videos, to replace billboard advertisements in
the streets. They produced two other AR tools,
the Billboard Intercept Unit, a hand-held device
Binoculars V-1, “with a high-quality wide-angle
lens, fast CPU and GPU, powerful wireless
adaptor, long battery life and plenty of solid state
storage space”[17].
Another artist exploring AR is Tamiko
Thiel. In 2012, Thiel created All Hail Damien Hirst!
An AR installation celebrating Damien Hirst at the
Tate Modern. Thiel was aware how litigious Hirst
is with “illegal” use of his artworks. So, she chose
to explore issues surrounding his fame and his
status as a dynamic force and symbol representing
corporate success. Thiel has always been drawn
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towards the power of religious imagery, so Hirst
is shown floating in the air in a golden light,
surrounded by a circle of gold coins, smiling. Hirst
“plays a master hand at making the art market
dance to his tune” [18].
Thiel employs AR for interventions into
art environments to confront those who ignore
artists’ human rights, and their social and
political expressions around the world. Shades
of Absence [19] was an intervention into the 2011
Venice Biennale, as a protest against Ai Weiwei’s
incarceration by his own Chinese government.
Another AR work by Thiel that visually relates
to All Hail Damien Hirst! is Reign of Gold [20]. It
was made as part of the AR Occupy Wall Street
project [21]. In this work, viewers could interact
through their mobile phones from anywhere
in the world and “see an animated rain of gold
coins superimposed over the live view of their
surroundings.” Images of different financial
buildings included the New York Stock Exchange,
the Bank of England in London, TEPCO in Tokyo
- the company that brought us the Fukushima
nuclear disaster.
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simulate a global conspiracy, called A Crowded
Apocalypse. The project was included in an
‘What you see is not what you see, and exhibition by Furthefield called Invisible Forces,
what you see is not what it means’ (IOCOSE 2011). in 2012. Its theme explored neoliberalism and its
impact on everyday life.
In 2011, the Italian arts activist group,
“Our social, economic and cultural
IOCOSE performed an art intervention at the
Tate’s Turbine Hall and appropriated Ai Weiwei’s, institutions are being dismantled. Control over
Sunflower Seeds, funded by Unilever. After the provision of social care, urban and rural
performing the ceremony of firing or throwing development, and education is being ceded to the
their own sunflower seeds (previously bought market facilitated by unseen technological and
bureaucratic systems”
from a local corner shop)
[24].
onto the installation of
a 100 million porcelain
In an interview with
sunflower
seeds.
IOCOSE in 2012, I
They
renamed
the
asked how A Crowded
artwork,
Sunflower
Apocalypse related to
seeds on “Sunflower
the themes of Sunflower
Seeds” [22]. IOCOSE’s
seeds on “Sunflower
subtle
defacement
Seeds”, at the Tate
reassembles the art
Modern Turbine Hall
product, but they are
– and, whether they
also adding their own
were interested in the
role to the making of
questions surrounding
the artwork. A bit like an
the relationship between
unofficial collaboration.
the workers and the
Not necessarily with
artwork. They said
Weiwei himself, but with
they identified with Ai
the 1600 people who
Weiwei, “as we have in
made the seeds out of
fact commissioned a
Imperial Porcelain from
multitude of molecular,
the small Chinese city of
meaningless pieces, which
Jingdezhen. Of course,
all together came to
the difference is that we
constitute the project. It
know IOCOSE and we
was not in our intentions
do not know the names
to dismiss the concept
of the other, individual
of
authorship,
but
contributors from China.
to articulate, in both
“Do we see a label that says “Made in projects, to which extent this is still key in framing
China” and inwardly shrug at the thought of the ways we think about the production of art. If
millions of faceless factory workers? […] Do we there is a similarity (and we believe there can be
see those oppressed or killed under the regime even more than one) it is in the attempt to expand
of Chairman Mao, cut off before they could grow, the concept of authorship without falling into the
or a city full of immensely skilled crafts-people, temptation of being merely oppositional to it”[25].
whose skills are no longer needed in mass- IOCOSE’s artistic intervention is not hostile, it is
industrialised China? All this, yes, and more” [23]. playful. Their other projects usually examine the
darker side of mainstream iconography, mass
In 2012, IOCOSE embarked upon a net networked and technologically driven cultures.
art project that exploited crowdsourcing tools to Their decision not to be oppositional is perhaps
Performance Intervention
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Shades of Absence: Public Voids” by Tamiko Thiel, Venice Biennale 2011

a gesture of mutual respect to a politically
motivated artist. Oppositional stances are not a
pre requisite, and different situations and contexts
demand different critical approaches.
Direct Action as Art Intervention
However, there are times when standing
against something is appropriate and the action of
conscious discernment is called for. When a belief
or system imposes restrictions into a binary stand
off, it is not always the most appealing position.
This is where the realm of philosophy ends and
the realm of politics begins, and enacting beyond
the constructs of demands scripted by culture is
also part of the struggle.

“This is a hero of a new type who has still
not been entirely created by our culture, but one
whose creation is absolutely necessary if our
time is going to live up to its most radical and
exhilarating possibilities” [26].
The chapter has focused on critical
art interventions into the Tate, imaginatively
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executed, art disruptions critiquing established,
contemporary art contexts and related structures.
Our last example of an art intervention to
disrupt the gaze at the Tate is different in that it
engages with a specific motivation, to disrupt the
institution’s relationship with a major sponsor.
The groups, Platform, Liberate Tate and Art Not
Oil, collaborated on the project Tate à Tate [27].
This public work takes the form of an audio guide
that people can download onto their MP3 players
or mobile phones, and listen to as they embark
on a physical tour around the Tate Buildings,
inside and outside. It is best experienced on the
Tate Boat, between Tate Britain and Tate Modern.
It features the artists Ansuman Biswas, Phil
England, Jim Welton, Isa Suarez, Mark McGowan
and Mae Martin. They collaborated on an art
activist project, Tate à Tate, against the British
Museum, the National Portrait Gallery, the
Royal Opera House and Tate Britain, who aligned
themselves with BP (British Petroleum). This was
made to coincide with BP’s sponsorship activities
in the run-up to the 2012 Olympics. By receiving
sponsorship from BP the artists say that these
institutions are “legitimising the devastation of
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Liberate Tate’s guerrilla performance in the Tate Britain galleries, 2010

indigenous communities in Canada that lead to
the deaths of eleven oil workers on the Deepwater
Horizon. BP’s involvement with these institutions
represents a serious stain on the UK’s cultural
patrimony” [28]. Tate à Tate pulls these issues
out from an ambiguous and conveniently hidden
setting, into an open and public discourse.
Questions about the Tate’s association with BP, is
now a regular discussion on its board of trustees
and newspapers. This would not have happened
unless these artists had persistently drawn
attention to these issues.

revolution. These attributes convey a nationalism
and a self-image with a cultivated sense of
authority, where those seen as the great and the
good are given pride of place for all to admire. This
curated narrative acts as a boundary, separating
the bad from the good and the geniuses of the
nation are given pride of place, and an almost
godly presence over others. The concept of the
genius is a form of branding, an investment for
(conditioned) guarantees, for those complicit in
producing, distributing and making cultural and
economical capital out of social division. These
limitations can only survive, if these scripted
The Tate’s legacy is intertwined with values are immortalised as truths and the natural
a complex mix of ideals consisting of genius order of things.
products, presenting the ‘best’ of its people
and its nation, and an accumulation of a divine References
construction, where the values of a secular and
enlightened culture exist alike as universal 1. Gregory Sholette. Dark Matter: Art and Politics
qualities. This imagined civilisation is a construct in the Age of Enterprise Culture. Pluto Press
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achievements and exploits of the industrial default.htm
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Prosumption of food and social media content

COMPLEXITY IN THE AGE
OF EVERYDAY DIGITAL
PROSUMING PRACTICES
In social media content society
by Maria Androulaki
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Prosuming practices are not a new
phenomenon. As a concept it has been readdressed
by Toffler in his book “The Third Wave” [1]. Nowadays,
especially with the rise of the Web 2.0 and the
user generated content (UGC), there has been a
revitalization of the concept in the digital domain and
an increase of interest. Ethos by definition brings
ethics side by side to everydayness and habituation.
Habits are a second nature as expressed by Aristotle
2500 years ago. Social media has been described
as the global habit of our times; it cultivates a
second nature and influences the values and norms
involved. It appears that digital prosuming practices
reintroduce the concept of prosumerism, challenging
previously established notions and values involved,
cultivating a new ethos of the phenomenon.

A consumer who adopts an active role in
the design of the products he or she purchases, or
who purchases component elements of products in
order to build or administer his or her own goods and
services [3].
Alvin Toffler in his book the Third Wave splits
history in three waves. In the first wave agricultural
society’s production and consumption was unified;
industrialism on the second wave and the rise of the
market broke this union. The third wave’s civilization
begins to heal the historic breach between producer
and consumer, giving rise to the prosumer economics
of tomorrow [4].
For all but a tiny part of our existence in earth,
humans have lived in hunting and gathering societies.
Hunters and gathers made their living hunting and
gathering food. Hunters and gatherers had little
interest in possessions and material wealth beyond
what was needed to cover their needs. Prosuming
activities for them were an everyday phenomenon
of being. The production at those times was highly
connected to food and food rituals. Food and food
practices (both production and consumption) became
a perfect vehicle for ritual, central to most religions,
social and individual customs. The centrality of the
sequence of the seasons and the interconnection
of productivity to consuming practices, therefore
prosuming practices, were interconnected to rituals
both civil and domestics.

Michael Pollan in his book The Omnivore’s
Dilemma: A Natural History of Four Meals argues
that food globalization, food preservation techniques
and transportation technologies have detached
humans from nature and prosuming practices,
created a confusion to consumers that often results
in a dilemma of what to consume. The relationship
between humans and food once experienced in its own
natural place and time finds itself within the global
market uncertain and confused [2]. It is claimed that
food prosuming practices could enhance this lost
feeling of natural succession and interconnection
and bring back a sense of awareness and certainty
to consumers. Digital prosuming practices are an
everyday activity for most of the agents in the domain
of social networks. Could digital prosuming practices
As seen prosumerism is not a new concept; it
in social media bring users a sense of certainty and has been prominent in the archaic societies [5] and
awareness as claimed in food prosuming practices? ever since. Cultural social and financial conditions,
however, made the interest on prosuming practices
Prosumerism and the rise of digital prosumption
to decline after the industrial revolution giving rise
to consuming practices [6] following and feeding
Prosuming i.e. producing for own the rise of the global market. [7] During the last 30
consumption, ever existed since primitive societies, years, prosumerism was becoming dominant in
after recessing during the era of the industrial many activities and ethos of everyday practices (DIY
revolution is now gathering momentum. The term activities, self help activities etc). Alongside the last
was coined by Toffler who defined and readdressed ten years, a shift of mentality in consumer practices
the concept in his book “The Third Wave”, in 1981. has been noticed [8] that brought to surface the active
Prosumption is a compound word and according to consumer/user [9] revitalizing the phenomenon
the oxford online dictionary.
of prosumerism; although as it may be observed
food prosumerism never stopped being practiced.
Prosumer: n.(1)s
Especially with the Web2.0 and the user content
Etymology: < pro- (in producer n.) + -sumer (in generated (UGC), digital prosumerism is now on the
consumer n.)....
rise [10].
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Prosuming a complex meal

Nowadays social media is an everyday
activity that introduces digital prosumerism as a
daily activity for most of the western cultured agents.
[11] Prosuming as well as the recently introduced
social media domain and the UGC user generated
content of the WEB 2.0, have attracted the attention
of many thinkers of our quite recent times from the
economic, cultural, media theory and sociological
viewpoints. According to Alvin Toffler and and Ritzer
et al. [12], prosumerism in the years to come is going
to explode. Indeed, ubiquitous technology empowers
individuals more and more to DIY practices, do by
and for themselves, what they were used to depends
upon services and things provided by others and the
market. Nowadays, with the empowerment of social
media network systems and of available ubiquitous
new technologies, agents habitually create, mix,
choose and share information content available in
the web gradually establishing, often unconsciously,
new powerful everyday habits.

and conditions of prosumerism. The main issues
that emerged were frequently related to a prosumer
under three frames i.e. personally, spatially and
socially. The identification of these core themes
in the case of social media prosumption and their
implication is of primal importance.
Mood and mindsets shifts through food and
social media content prosuming practices

Nowadays, in the realm of social media the
creator is also the spectator. Users often change
roles, a spectator reacts and becomes a creator
and then again he/she is a spectator and the
cycle goes on. The interviewees acknowledged
the impact of this process on their moods and
their mindset. In social media, the creator jumps
into the shoes of the audience and becomes a co
creator with his/her audience. At the same time
the audience becomes a co-creator and the flux
continues. As a process of creation, prosuming
Food prosumerism has never lost its practices incorporate a shift of moods and
prosuming nature. In this research it served as a mindsets both during the phase of preparation
learning tool. It gave the initial point to highlight and and consumption.
reveal aspects related to pre-established values
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Ergo therapy is connected to wellbeing and
happiness. Literature suggests that the determination of the nature of practices play a significant
role on the level of commitment and it has a direct
impact on the essence of happiness and wellbeing
[13]. The determination of prosuming practices of
both food and social media content altered the nature of the practices. The rate of the effort-result
was up high in predetermined prosuming practices conspicuously tied up with a feeling of success or failure. In food prosuming practices most
of the cases were determined actions, whereas
in social media many
activities were of a less
of determined nature.
In the less determined
practices the shift was
not expressed directly
and when asked it was
difficult to be defined
and put in words. In the
realm of social media
regarding the everyday
use most of the interviewees couldn’t describe the process of posting
explicitly as the specific
process of preparing a
meal or writing an article for a specific post.
Some of the interviewees commented that their
engagement depended
on their mood, it depends on my mood really,
I don’t post particular
things, it depends on
what phase I am and on
my mood [14].
In social media one can rarely be or feel
alone. But still what was observed was a tendency
of philosophizing of expressing one’s inner personal thoughts, doubts and contemplations (a similar process was described from the interviewees
of food prosumerism during the phase of preparation when they were alone), quotes from important personas throughout history, contemplating
about life, wellbeing, prosperity. That brings to
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mind Marc Aurelius’ To myself personal thoughts
and writings addressed to himself for his wellbeing and improvement. It also reminds us a precursor of the social media network system, Open
Diary [15] founded by Bruce and Susan Abelson 20
years ago [16].

Philosophizing through habitual making is
something observed and analyzed since antiquity.
Nowadays habitual making is often the creation of
content on the web. The users tend to philosophize and self disclose, almost as if writing notes
to them. From a cognitive point of view according to Carruthers one
does not first entertain
a private thought and
then write it down: rather, the thinking is the
writing [17]. But also
according to cognitive
scientists private writing is interconnected
to public language from
the initial point of its
formation [18].
Taking these thoughts
into consideration one
could claim that even
when writing to oneself one articulates his
thoughts in public language. In social media
though the presence
of the audience and/
or overhears is very
strong. According to the
literature though over hearers tended to be ignored through repetition and the habituation of their
presence. In a person to person conversation over
hearers could be treated either indifferently, in
disclosure, in concealment, or in disguise. Within
the realm of social media, practices vary depending on the situation, the way of use and the type
of the user [19]. In the realm of social media over
hearers are revealed when they respond. Their response shifts the mindset of the creator and fires
a potential reaction.
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In food prosuming practices mood and
mindset shifts occur firstly through the process
of the preparation and the engagement in the
process of creation. Food preparation has been
described by many of the interviewees as relaxing,
as a process of disconnection with the physical
reality, a passage to enter and contemplate with
their thoughts [20]. It is a time during the day
that I can forget if I have some stress or it is a
time to reflect. I do this in parallel especially if
I have to do tedious things like stirring food the
whole time, I am stirring and thinking, I forget
about the food [21]. This stage though, was not the
same when participants were making something
to share or when the preparation involved many.
Still in those cases interviewees experienced a
difference in their moods and mindsets but none
of the participants referred to that as relaxing or
therapeutic. Most of the interviewees in both cases
referred to this phase as engaging, a commitment
to be accomplished in success; I know I will be
cooking for my parents so I will be caught up
by it [22]; it makes me more responsible, in the
sense that I am motivated to frame my ideas in
the most comprehensive way [23]. In some cases
having to prepare something for others was
described as stressful, I don’t want my friends
to be disappointed so . . .It makes me feel more
stressed, when I share I want it to be perfect. I am
pleased to share though [24] and worry.

discuss what they were feeling. In the British
way you often use humor, when we’re appalled
or frightened and heavy sarcasm as well. It was
interesting! Very instant! In the realm of social
media the creator is also the spectator. Users very
often change roles, a spectator becomes a creator
and then again he/she is the spectator, and the
cycle goes on. Many interviewees acknowledged
the impact of this process on their moods and their
mindset. In social media the phase of creation, the
phase of personal wandering, of day dreaming are
plausibly interweaved with information received
from the audience.

Collaborative prosuming practices are
common in social media. Interviewees described
their prosuming practices as a cooperative process.
Often they started with their moods and mindsets
and subsequently obtained, created and got new
moods that altered, molded new mindsets and
ambiences of information. This fused atmosphere
of personal memories and collaborativelycreated content constructs their personal-social
sphere. This kind of collaboratively created mood
penetrates the environment like the aromas of
a breeze, like the travel of the sound of a bell,
coloring the everydayness of the users, creating a
moving cooperative prevailing atmosphere. Claire
here highlights the elevation process of building
up a mood in her social media account. There
were more than 100 different people commenting
in a very short space of time. It just showed you
that everybody was concerned and wanted to

Whereas habitual food prosuming practices
was often a stress relieving process, in social
media what was common was an overwhelming
feeling of excessive stuff (content, contacts,
communication etc). The excess of information
was found difficult at points to deal with. In the
digitized age of information the surplus of products
is transformed into the surplus of information.
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In the realm of social media collectivity
and sharing is primed. Sharing all the time is
habituated. Sharing and being exposed to surplus
information is the norm. The mindset of Veblen’s
[25] conspicuous consumption seems to be
translated to the mindset of conspicuous sharing.
Whereas the over hearers as designated by the
name of it were considered as something to be
avoided, now the term has been transformed
to followers. The mood sways between the
protection of one’s territory and on the resonance
of owns posts. Protecting one’s content from the
over hearers is challenged by the aim to attract
followers but also to follow the journey of one’s
posts and thoughts in the unknown places of the
web.

In most cases, a shift of mindsets and
moods was apparent in both prosuming practices
but it varied depending generally on the occasion,
the sharers if any involved and the frequency of the
activity. Satisfaction, fulfillment, self contentment,
excitement, pleasure, but also disappointment,
boredom and feelings of stress and preoccupation
were some of the moods and mindsets entered
depending on the occasion and the situation.
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The existence and the presence of an audience
in both food and social media content prosuming
practices contributed to the prevailing atmosphere
even before the initiation of a prosuming practice.

The reflected idols are instantly multiplied and the
user is unable to follow and be fully aware of all
of his/her reflections. The user may be prevented
from fully perceiving the reflections but at the
same time he/she receives a general feeling,
Uncertainty in digital prosuming practices
a mood of his/her multiplied self reflection as
reflected within the multi-spiral process of self
In everyday prosuming practices of social projection. In that respect the user is not actually
media content, users tend to follow techniques prosuming content but he/she perceives his/her
and practices mostly accommodated in everyday personal atmosphere.
prosuming practices of food when being in a
private sphere (improvising, following the impulse
Due to the non-deterministic nature of
of the moment, not following recipe in details). social media prosuming practices and the difficulty
Under this light, in social media activities and in identifying all the variances involved there is
practices of self presentation and self reflection plenty of room for trolling, misinterpretations,
are familiarized through the repetition of fallacies but also misunderstandings, frauds
everydayness. The exceptional nature of sharing and misuses. Personal atmospheres in social
often seen in food sharing prosuming practices, media are cloudy, blurry carrying information and
in the case of social media content prosuming details from the user, his/her recipients and their
practices obtains the qualities of everydayness interaction. Atmospheres by definition are mobile.
and reintroduces the involved issues of hospitality, In the case of social media accounts they are even
the characteristics of offering a gift, values related more since mobility is an everyday phenomenon
to insideness and the metaphorical openness of through the digital pervasive devices. The
the self to a potential audience. Sharing with, and atmospheres of social media accounts are
for an audience in food prosuming incorporates interwoven to everydayness; molding and creating
a high level of effort and the anticipation of the the atmospheres of the fused contemporary
adequate result. In social media prosuming reality. In a phenomenological point of view
practices of everydayness, sharing as an everyday social media accounts have a character, a platial
phenomenon looses the exceptional nature of the identity they are authentic but yet impossible
occasion and it is transformed into an everyday to be identified and fully defined since they are
private-public event of exchange.
constantly different [27]; as Relph (1976) says
the identity of the place goes beneath the level
What is very interesting and unique in of conscious awareness [28]. The contribution of
everyday prosuming practices of social media the user on the platial character is important but
content is the non-deterministic nature [26] of definitely not crucial; the user is one piece on a
sharing. This is something out of the content of mosaic of attributes and contributors. The genus
sharing as experienced in the physical domain so loci of social media accounts is vivid, mobile,
far. Sharing involves issues of self-projection. The constantly changing, colorful, inhomogeneous but
creator projects himself in his creation and in that both self and heterogeneously defined.
way he/she offers a part of him//herself through
the thing, in a Heideggerian way of use. In the
Therefore, a deterministic approach of
digital domain content sharing reacts in a multi the interactions between the user and his/her
spiral way, making the process difficult and in most contacts made in social media is difficult to be
cases impossible to follow. In that respect self identified. Instead, one could talk of simultaneous
projection occurs in a nondeterministic way. In the relations between the user and his/her personal
process of sharing, self reflection occurs through audience, his/her personal community, his/her
the reaction of the recipients. In the everyday private-world. In that respect in everyday practices
social media prosuming practices of content the of prosuming social media content, private space
model of mechanism of self-reflection operates could be perceived as an inner-city [29] where the
as if positioning the user between two mirrors. user, the digital citizen, obtains an everyday
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action and interaction. In the inner-city the digital-citizen and his/her openness comes from the
outside. The city informs the digital-citizen firing
his actions that cause the interactions of its cohabitants.
The myth of prosumption incorporates a
sacrificial nature derived both from the myths of
the ancient civilizations but also from practices
of life in primordial societies. The sacrificial nature lies on the gratification of the prosumers to
a higher power. Tribute
is paid through sacrifices by offering in most
cases the best part of
the goods to the higher
power. The sacrificial
nature could be identified also in hospitality
and sharing processes
with actions of offering
the best to the guests.
[30] These tendencies
have been possible to
be shown also in the
interviews [31]. Prosuming practices of sharing obtained a sacrificial nature that dictated
an extra care and effort;
an effort to express the
gratitude but also to win
the goodwill of the higher power. The sacrificial nature of the offer
in prosuming practices
encloses the satisfaction of the creator both
as a creator, consumer and as a donor. Nowadays food prosumption
practices of sharing follow this tradition. In social media content prosuming practices though everydayness alters the sacrificial nature of
the offer. The repetitive nature of everydayness
challenges the exceptional nature of sacrifice.
Everydayness diminishes the effort rate of the
exception to common easy practices. Sharing in
social media content prosuming practices becomes trivial. The sacrificial nature of the offer of
something that one has tried for, something that
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is meaningful to him/her but yet he/she is willing
to offer and sacrifice it loses all these qualities
due to the everydayness and the lack of a clear
aim involved on the sharing process. That reminds
us of the seven deadly sins as expressed by Mahatma Gandhi and especially the ones of pleasure
without conscience and worship without sacrifice.
[32] These two apothegms [33] could enclose the
lack of the clear aim on sharing and the lack of
effort and the will to offer something that it is meaningful and therefore has a sacrificial nature for
the donor.
Of course everything
depends on the personal way of use, yet as
Sherry Turkle says every
époque has some tendencies that appear to
be as normal [34]. This
article attempts to find
the tendencies involved
in the notion of prosumerism as experienced
today. So far, the research has focused on the
potentials offered by
the ubiquitous modern
technology and the mediums rather and not as
such on the typology of
different ways of use.
Everydayness
new
tendencies and norms
cultivate morals, create new ethics molding
new ethos of the values
involved. The deterministic nature of the sacrificial nature of sharing in
food prosuming practices is definitely not apparent in the prosuming practices of sharing social
media content. The exceptional, the specific aimed guided actions are typically interconnected to
issues of satisfaction, happiness, and wellbeing.
Digital sharing prosuming practices of social media content within everydayness alters the exceptional nature of sharing in food prosuming practices to a repetitive action of a more private-public
nature possibly affecting issues related to
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Preparing a carrot cake for a gift requires high effort and focus on details and preciseness

wellbeing and prosperity. This article suggests
that one should reconsider the deterministic nature of sharing in the digital domain as adequate. A more precise proposition, taking into account the high awareness of the digital citizenship
would be to use social media as a lever in order to
create specific actions. These actions would enhance and strengthen the sense of being into an
inner-city in an integrated (physical and digital)
everydayness initiating predetermined events of
public nature. [35]
Contemporary everydayness is interwoven
within the digital and the physical realm. The
potentials offered in both domains are fused
cultivating and molding new ethos and norms.
Being aware of the impact of our everyday
action in our personal and social wellbeing and
welfare offers new dimensions and opens new
orisons. Food prosumerism is being praised as
bringing the prosumers closer to production,
making the prosumer to be more aware of
the food chain and more conscious of their
actions relatively to the ecosystem that we are
part of. In that respect food prosumerism aids
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prosumers to realize the existence of their place
in the bigger picture of the world eco-system; an
ecosystem of mutual cooperation and multiple
and complex interrelations. Digital prosuming
of social media content as well can be claimed
that offer the potential to the digital-citizens
and their inner-cities to realize their position
in the bigger picture and their placement in the
digital world. It brings the digital citizens them
closer to the information chain, it makes them
realize their interconnection, their contribution
in the informational chain but also their impact
on the moods and the mindsets of themselves
and their co-travelers; potentially creating aware
and sensible citizens. Food chain as information
chain is an extremely complex mechanism, where
all parts are significantly cooperating. As shown
social media accounts atmospheres appear to be
complex and blurry, difficult to be identified. But
complexity does not presuppose uncertainty and
indeterminacy, on the contrary complexity could
offer the potential of a smart mechanism with
quick reactions, responding to requests, featuring
offers, cultivating the cooperative nature of any
mechanism based on not so much a chained
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linkage but an ethereal type of connection. It is in
our disposal to contemplate on these issues analyze
them and draw useful directions for the creation of
healthy, welfare societies of solidarity, compassion
and common aid as found in the societies of the past
where prosuming practices were, indeed, part of the
everydayness.

invasion, and social convergence. Convergence:
The International Journal of Research into New
MediaTechnologies,14 (1) 2008: 13-20. ; Toffler, A &
Toffler, H. Revolutionary Wealth. New York: Knopf,
2006.
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Frampton Hollis, Nostalgia, still image, 1971

TECHNO INDERTEMINISM

The common line between structural film and new
media art
by Alessio Chierico
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In the contemporary social context, media
technologies are continuously increasing their
important role of influence into culture. According
with the theories of communications and semiotics,
the way that media affect society is not just in
terms of the content for which they are vehicle,
but also in terms of the many communicational
levels arising from their technical specificities.

The Inspirations of the Structural Films

During the 60s, art theorist Clement
Greenberg pointed out the concept of “medium
specificity”. Looking at abstract expressionism,
and in particular Jackson Pollock, he found that
the painting practice of these artists has a strong
relation to the physicality of the canvas. There
was no attempt to produce a representation, but
Technological determinism does not an experimentation of what is possible to do with
completely drive socio-cultural dynamics. We tools made for the image production.
cannot avoid considering how the essence of
technology itself regulates the human conception
In the same way, some experimental
of the world.
filmmakers applied the same approach to the
cinematographic medium. Experimental cinema
When we are talking about uncertainty we was investigating new expressive possibilities
are probably aware that there is no universal truth of “medium thinking” in to the realization of
to find, but we can at least take consciousness the image. Structural Film was the part of the
that the state of uncertainty comes from the loss experimental cinema, which had a more direct
of control of our cultural production. This is the contact with the materiality of the medium. The
result of an increasing complexity of the material filmmakers working in this direction were not
or immaterial artifacts (as well as their production interested in the possibilities of constructing
process), whose successive shape must be just an the image itself, but in having an image that
interpretation of their functions.
was the direct result of the technical process
of cinematography. Minimalistic image creates
The very moment the technical aspects of an aesthetics composed, for instance, by the
an artwork is hidden from social awareness, and dust produced by the film, the light of the
it acts to build the illusion into its contents, it is cinematographer, the optical distortions of the
really important to research and re-introduce the lens. This context/medium-oriented films were
knowledge of the technology into the contents also a part of what Gene Youngblood defined as
themselves.
Expanded Cinema. [1] Basically, Structural Film
sought to destroy the illusion of reality, in order
Structural Film was an artistic phenomenon to achieve a natural language of the medium,
emerged in the 60s that was conceptually a so that the cinematic medium could express its
precursor of the contemporary approach in new technical essence. The approach of Structural
media art. In this historical movement we are able Film was considered anti-romantic by Adam
to retrace the reasons and the method that were Sitney. This approach was common of the work of
adopted, its purposeful or inadvertent critical Andy Warhol’s, an artist that Sitney considers one
approach to the media.
of the pioneers inspiring Structural Film [2]. For
example, if we examine his movie: Blowjob (1963),
Since the development of cinematography, we see a fixed shot from the head to the stomach
various artists have been experimenting with the of a guy, so that he appears to feel pleasure. This
technology of this medium. In the 50s and 60s, one movie is thirty-five minutes long, and is basically
crucial phenomenon is the underground cinema lacking any action. It is the title itself to suggest
from North America. The Structural Film comes what is the action about and what is going on, yet
from this movement, but it was more concentrated the image is not giving us the action, and none
on underlining the technical possibilities of the can know whether it is really happening or not.
material medium rather than on the possibilities According to Sitney, this movie underlines the
of the images.
sense of fiction of cinema, in the moment the
reality of the image is just what it is showing [3].
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Paul Sharits, N.OT.H.I.N.G., still image, 1968

There are also other experimental filmmakers that are considered to have inspired Structural Film, for example: Peter Kubelka, Stan
Brakhage, Kurt Kren, Gregory Markopoulos. In
order to explain the roots of Structural Film approach, it is interesting to hear what Kubelka said
about its method:

“My economy is one single frame and every part of the screen. So I feel that every frame
that is projected too much makes the whole thing
less articulate. So I always work in frame. […] I
have twenty-four communication possibilities per
second, and I don’t want to waste one. This is the
economy.” [4]
Here, the attention lies on the awareness
of the technical structure of the medium. This
does not mean that Kubelka is merely interested
in the technology, it means that technology is a
central part of his method of work and of the aesthetic that he wants to achieve. Whereas Andy
Warhol was conceptually an influencer of Structural Film, for his desire to discuss the reality of
the cinematic image, Kubelka, as well as other
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experimental filmmakers, was captivated by the
technical specificities of cinema. About Kubelka’s
works, Adam Sitney wrote: “A precise statement
of the difference between formal and structural
organization must involve a sense of the working
process; the formal film is a tight nexus of content, a shape designed to explore the facets of the
material – the very title of Kubelka’s first film,
“Mosaik”, is an expression of this conscious aspiration. Recurrences, prolepses, antitheses, and
overall rhythms are rhetoric of the formal; in its
highest form, the content of such films would be
a mythic encounter. The structural film insists on
its shape, and what content it has is minimal and
subsidiary to the outline” [5].
The art of seeing of the structural film
In the history of cinema, there are many
cases in which movies are used to refer to the larger system of cinema, or anyway, they are used to
show the fiction of cinema, reflecting onto itself. It
can happen conceptually or in the form of a narrative. For instance, we can consider the movies: La
Nuit américaine (1973) directed by François
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Andy Warhol, Blowjob, still image, 1964

Truffaut, or 8½ (1963) directed by Federico Fellini.
These movies, use narrative to reveal the cinema’s system, creating a tautological loop in which
they try to show the reality of fiction, using the
non-reality of the fiction. Structural Film has no
intent to create narratives or to provide a specific
critical position. It seeks to create the conditions
for the medium to talk about itself. In his book:
Structural Film Anthology, Peter Gidal underlines
this function of Structural Film:

“The dialectic of the film is established in
that space of tension between materialist flatness,
grain, light, movement, and the supposed reality
that is represented. Consequently a continual
attempt to destroy the illusion is necessary. In
Structural/ Materialist film, the in/film (not in/
frame) and film/viewer material relations, and
the relations of the film’s structure, are primary
to any representational content. The structuring
aspects and the attempt to decipher the structure
and anticipate/ recorrect it, to clarify and analyse
the production-process of the specific image
at any specific moment, are the root concern of
Structural/ Materialist film.” [6]
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Considering the contents, all the produced
images, with representational intent or not, are
based on illusions for their attempt to reach a
certain degree of reality. It can be to research
a mimesis (simulation of reality) or to turn new
forms into real one. The illusion seems to be a
profound human need, and is really important in
order to consider the technical construction that
achieves the illusion of reality.
Peter Weibel examined the experimental
cinema in general as the phenomena interested
in analysing the technical possibilities of image
production. Weibel used the term opseography
to identify experimenting with media without
providing realistic contents. In Weibel’s essay: The
World as Interface – Toward the Construction of
Contex-Controlled Event-World, he argues that
the experimental filmmakers of the Twenties,
Fifties and Sixties: “...created a visual vocabulary
that was not made with the intention of creating
illusion of motion; they did not want to create
the art of motion, but to create the art of seeing.
[…] They taught us how to see differently with
machines, revealing a world of images that could
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not have been seen or created without these
machines. They created a writing of seeing,
opseograpghy, instead of motion (cinematography)”.
[7]
Looking inside the medium
The attempt to destroy illusion comes
from a desire to strip the medium of its narrative.
Bolter and Grusin, in their book Remediation, said
that every medium is evolving in a way so that it
becomes transparent. Media are developed in a
way so that their technical and objective nature
is hidden when the content is presented [8].
Following the same conceptual line, Peter Weibel
proposes an endophysic approach, by stressing
the importance of the point of view of the subject in
a system: “Endophysics is a science that explores
what a system looks like when the observer
becomes part of this system” [9]. This awareness
is a crucial point. He suggests to read it in two way:
the first is the endo approach to technology, and
the second is technology as the endo approach to
the world. Weibel based his discourse on human
perception. Human perception is what creates
the conception of reality, and a world based on
media fiction is prisoner of illusion. By freeing
the technical objectivity of media it is possible to
deconstruct fiction and enlarge the boundaries
of the imaginable. Using Weibel’s words: “We
know that a growing awareness of the observerdetermined focus of the world can at least be a
prerequisite for the dilation of the bars across
the prison windows of our own world. It suggest
that we should be concerned with the recognition
that objective reality can only be a reflection of the
endo site of an exo world”[10]. Art can experiment
with the process of media and their essential
structure to provide the awareness of the pure
specificities of technology. A social awareness of
technology is a possibility to think of the world in
a different way, without any obligations to please
collective imagination. Obviously, this critical
point of view on media has ethical and political
connotations that are not just related to what is
commonly considered as medium, but also to
the entire experience of the world mediated by
human-made objects. In the artistic contexts
there is still a certain degree of attention in this
way of conceptualizing and producing artwork,
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but it looks no longer the main topic of artistic
research. This encourages the spontaneous
questions: what are the next steps to an artistic
research that follows such path? How can this
research be contextualized in our contemporary
media-objects and objects-media?
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Henrique Roscoe, Example of image generated by the instrument, Belo Horizonte 2011. Henrique Roscoe

DOT

A videogame with no winner
by Henrique Roscoe

1 - About HOL

presentation, besides using abstract shapes to
create metaphors of the real world.

HOL, a project created in the beginning of
2008 by the transmedia artist Henrique Roscoe
(aka 1mpar), intends to mix contemporary art,
live audiovisual performances, digital art and
the construction of custom-made interfaces
and instruments. The project plays out in the
form of live audiovisual performances. Initially,
a concept is created and, out of it, all the sound
and image elements are developed in order to
show emotions and sensations about the chosen
theme. This narrative happens in a different way
from traditional cinema and video, by the fact that
it is performed live, taking a new form in each
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These analogies are made using the
fundamental elements of the image that, through
its colors, shapes and movements suggest
sensations that will give the spectator ways to
understand the poetics of each composition. The
use of these elements is based on the studies of
the Russian artists Malevich and Kandinsky. Both
believed in the power of fundamental elements of
image in the construction of personal narratives.
Malevich, with his Suprematism [1], emphasized
the intrinsic power of shapes and Kandinsky [2]
sought, through his work [3] (exemplified in titles
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borrowed from musical
Improvisation, etc.).

terms

Fugue, Kunstfilmtag (Germany), Generative Arts (Italy),
Images Contre Nature (France), Espacio Enter
(Spain) Videoart Athens (Greece), Computational
HOL is a high technology project, and at the Aesthetics (Canada) Sismógrafo (Belo Horizonte,
same time, it uses traditional elements of modern Brazil), Hacklab (Bahia, Brazil), among others.
and contemporary art. It has its origins from an
art field called visual music where sound and 2 - DOT, a videogame with no winner
image elements, synchronized, create a seamless
narrative in which musical elements such as 2.1- Concept and first researches
rhythm, harmony, etc, are translated into the
visual field. The project is influenced by pioneering
Henrique Roscoe have been working with
artists in this area like Oskar Fischinger, Norman live audiovisual performances since 2004 and with
McLaren and, more recently, Alva Noto, Ryoji creation of custom interfaces since 2006, when he
Ikeda, among others. However, HOL adds to the started working with the microcontroller board
purely aesthetic focus - common to this type Arduino [4]. After producing some performances
of work - the conceptual question, inserting using standard software and hardware, the artist
reflective and critical elements about each theme. decided to start building his own interfaces and
using custom software so that the results would
Another important feature of the project be more creative and unique and specially to use
is the creation of all programming of each every single element to say something about the
performance from modular and generative theme that is being dealt.
software like vvvv and max / msp, allowing
complete customization of what will be played live,
In 2008 he created a new live audiovisual
both in sound and image. It would be something project called HOL that would differ from his VJ
like creating a new software for each part of performances especially because of the freedom
each presentation. Moreover, the random issue, to build a show covering the whole process, from
widely used in the musical works by John Cage for the definition of the concept and tools, passing
example, plays an important role in determining through software programming, construction of
paths that are not fully controlled by the artist. hardware, creation of all sounds and images, to
This procedure allows an expansion to infinity of the presentation in the form of a live audiovisual
possibilities to play each performance. Thus, each performance.
piece is unique and happens differently at every
presentation, though it always stays loyal to its
In order to achieve this freedom to program
theme.
exactly what he had in mind, the artist started
working with the software VVVV [5]. Differently
Taking the concept of personalization from other VJ applications that have a standard
to a higher level, the project goes further by interface, vvvv (and other software like Max/Msp
also creating its own instruments, some of [6], Processing [7], etc) has initially a blank white
them allowing a complete separation from the page and all the programming has to be made by
computer and enabling the implementation the artist, filling exactly his needs. In this way,
of an audiovisual live performance using instead of using a limited amount of features given
fully autonomous instruments created and by standard live images software like resolume,
programmed by the artist. HOL has performed modul 8, etc., the programmer has the freedom to
live at major festivals from this area in Brazil such build his own logic, features and interface. In vvvv,
as Sónar, FILE, Live Cinema, On_Off Itaú Cultural, you can generate real time animations and control
Multiplicidade, FAD, and abroad as Robot and every single parameter live. The same happens in
LPM (Italy) and Dialectos Digitales (Bolivia). With the audio side with Max/Msp.
video documentation of performances it has
participated in various festivals and exhibitions
All performances by HOL use this kind of
like Art Basel (Switzerland), Magmart (Italy), software and the artist wanted to use this way of
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thinking also for the hardware side. So he began
to use his recent experience with Arduino to build
custom interfaces that would control parts of the
performance. The first interface was built for the
performance Aufhebung [8], in 2009. This interface
was composed by 4 cylinders, each one with a LED
and a IR distance sensor in their bottom. There
was a lid on the top of each cylinder that, when
pulled up, changed parameters in audio, images
or both, according to the programming in VVVV.
After
some
time, he decided to
go beyond standard
hardware - a laptop and started with the
idea of building his own
custom hardware, that
would be autonomous
and would not need a
computer in order to
play the performance.

using the technique of circuit bending coupled
with the Arduino programming. This instrument
was called Glitchy Square [10].
Starting from a basic circuit using Arduino,
the artist made some circuit bending, added some
components and tested many ways of connecting
them. The result was an audiovisual instrument
where audio and image feedback themselves,
generating unusual sounds and animations. As
the instrument is connected to an analog TV,
sound output generates
different
types
of
noise according to the
programmed animation
and to the size of the
shapes
on
screen.
Sound interferes in the
image as each audio
pulse also goes to the
video output, changing
what is displayed on the
screen.

The first attempt
to build an autonomous
The circuit was inserted
audiovisual instrument
in a wooden box and
was K-synth (2011) [9].
named Glitchy Square
This small audiovisual
(2011) – an homage to
instrument generated
the famous painting
simple black and white
Black Square (1915) [
animations and pure
], by Russian painter
frequencies
sounds.
Malevich, who tried
It was built using a
to reach the limits of
cassette tape enclosure
(non)representa ti on
and had two RCA
and this painting would
outputs, one for sound
be, according to him,
and other for images.
the maximum of nonThe programming was
objectivity.
made entirely in the
Arduino software and, once finished and uploaded,
This instrument adds movement and
the instrument wouldn’t need a computer to work. sound to this idea and seeks the sensations of
non-objectivity. Images receive input from sounds
In 2011 Henrique was approved as resident and vice versa, and the fundamental elements of
at Marginalia+Lab to develop a research about the circuit (current, tension, etc..) generate the
building an audiovisual synthesizer using the content.
Arduino board as a base. The idea was that the
instrument had to be independent and would not
For exhibiting the work, the instrument is
need a computer to operate. In the residency, a laid on a desk and a video with the documentation
prototype was first built, where the animations and explanation about its functioning is exhibited
were in black and white and had simple sounds, on a video projection. In this video, the artist
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presents also an audiovisual composition created projector and the P2 connected to a stereo sound
using exclusively sounds and images generated system.
by the instrument [12].
2.3 - Concept
Later in 2011, the artist built a new
instrument using Arduino and a shield called
After the instrument was built, the
Gameduino. The circuit was inserted into a performance DOT, a videogame with no winner was
standalone console and programmed to have 5 created with the idea of criticizing some aspects
different animations, each functioning as a level of game logics, but using its own aesthetics,
of a game. Following the aesthetics of the first sounds and characteristic graphic elements. The
video games, according to some of the limitations performance criticizes, through abstract images,
of the board, that later became a fundamental themes linked to videogames and people’s
part of the concept of a performance called ‘DOT, everyday life. All images and sounds were created
a videogame with no winner’.
and programmed by the artist and they are played
in real time, in a 30 minutes performance. For the
2.2 - The Instrument
live performance, the audience is invited to play
with the artist, and both produce together the
The instrument has an Arduino board, a soundtrack and the images.
Gameduino shield and two SNES controllers,
enclosed into a plastic box. Arduino receives the
The performance has 5 parts, like the
information from the 2 joyticks and each button levels of a game. People from the audience sit
is assigned to a variable. The programming was on cushions, on the stage, turned to the screen,
made inside the Arduino enviroment, using the controlling all the elements of the performance
Gameduino library. Gameduino is a shield that using 2 Nintendo joysticks – as if they were playing
can be linked to Arduino and has VGA (video) and a videogame at home.
a P2 (audio) stereo output.
The title DOT, a videogame with no winner
Gameduino [13] is the core of the circuit. is also a criticism to the fact that only winning is
It can generate color images and 64 synthesized valorized, while the process is given low priority.
independent voices. But this shield has many The aim of this “game” is not winning, but
limitations. It can handle a 256 maximum number participating in the creation process of a spectacle.
of sprites on the screen at the same time, each
one with 16x16 pixels. It can display a small
The performance works as a game, and
number of colors simultaneously, and also a each part deals with a specific theme:
limited processing amount. Video output has only
400x300 pixels and 512 colors.
- Level 1 – Fragment Violence: criticizes the
stimulus of violence in games. In a hole opened
A library [14] was used to get the over a red background, the player’s movements
information from SNES controllers and convert draw veins that leave tracks of blood.
them in variables that Arduino could understand.
The joysticks control all the real time functions - Level 2 – Put you down Ones value is measured
during the performance and each one controls by the annihilation of the other. Two elements
different parameters according to the ‘level’ that in the form of screws are stuck on the ground.
is being played.
The only possible action is to hit the “opponent”,
sinking him more and more.
After building the circuit, all the components
were put into a plastic case with a ‘retro feeling’ - Level 3 – Capital Excess: each player controls
adhesive on top. A 12V power source was used for the position of falling objects. These objects fill
it to work standalone. For the live performance, the whole screen until there’s no more space
the VGA output should be sent directly to the
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Henrique Roscoe, Glitchy Square - Autonomous audiovisual instrument, Belo Horizonte 2011. Henrique Roscoe

for the player. This level deals with themes like Another important concept is the randomness. This
consumerism and the necessity of filling all the feature appears in the form of random parameters
empty spaces in people’s life.
generated by the system and also by the audience’s
participation. Each invited participant can interfere
- Level 4 – Mimesis Standardization: criticizes in a complete unpredictable way in the performance
fashion and the imitation behavior. Abstract shapes as they press each button in the joystick. As the
pass through the screen and the player should guests control the many parameters of sound and
change his own shape in order to become similar image, the artist doesn’t have the complete control
or different from the others.
of what is going on, although there are limitations
that keep the randomness at an acceptable level.
- Level 5 – To the Future Decadence: Melancholic Anyway, the role of the participants is fundamental
ending where both players go down a 45 degrees to the success of the performance, since it is up to
ramp. The only possible movement is delaying the their sensibility and musical feeling to build a nice
arrival to the bottom.
sounding soundtrack.
2.4- Aspects of Live performance

Level 1 - a criticism of the high degree of
violence in nowadays games – is represented by a
Each part of the performance has its own red background is the scenery to the players actions.
programming in which conceptual aspects can be The latter consist in drawing red lines inside a
seen in every single element. The instrument has blank red square. This square is an abstract shape
no pre-recorded sounds or images and everything that symbolizes a bullet hole, while the trickling
is created in real time, in a partnership between lines resemble the blood coming from the injury.
the artist and five invited players. There is no rigid The players define the point where the drawing
score to be followed, only instructions for the starts, while generative animations take part in
players regarding the function of each button.
the scene, in the form of branches that randomly
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Henrique Roscoe, HOL live at On_Off Festival, São Paulo 2009. Edouard Fraipont

come out of the main core. Thus, the players
generate only part of the image, while the random
lines have their own particular behaviors. Each
sound is composed by a single frequency that
follows the X and Y current position of the end of
each line. Other sounds complete this composition:
a continuous pattern resembling a heartbeat, and
some noisy sounds that are triggered each time a
player presses a button symbolizing a painful cut
in the flesh.

Level 3 is called ‘Capital’. Each player
controls the vertical and horizontal position
of falling elements. The position where each
new element appears is a random variable,
and the players don’t know where the next one
will appear. The sound is composed by some
generative elements and the horizontal position
of each shape changes the pitch of the two main
voices. An invited player controls the end of this
part, while the game enters a glitch aesthetic as
all the gaps had been filled. As the entire screen
is filled with the falling shapes, the instrument
enters a glitch mode where non-programmable
images appear randomly on the screen. Now
players have no longer control over their actions.
This part is a metaphor for the chaos created by
the ultimate level of capitalism. The sound gets
messy and everything gets deteriorated until the
initial scenery is no longer recognizable. This
happens because the counting variables enter into
an overflow resulting in completely unexpected
results in sound and image.

Level 2 is a metaphor of human behavior
that uses the degradation of the other as a way of
self-promotion. Each player controls an abstract
shape that symbolizes a hammer that, once
pressed, falls over the other participant’s avatar,
sinking him deeper into the ground. The guest
is able to make melodies pressing the joysticks
buttons. Each button generates a synthesized
sound. The artist can play these melodies as well,
and his joystick has extra functions used to add
some patterns to the soundtrack and also change
visual elements. The colors black and white
were chosen to make more explicit the contrast
The next level - Mimesis - is made up of a
between the players.
black and white graphic background that changes
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each time the artist presses a specific button and
two red sprites that represent each player. Players
can choose among different shapes in order to look
equal (or not) to the background. If the player chooses
a shape similar to the background he will almost
disappear, whereas a different shape will distinguish
him from the background. This type of programming
approach criticizes the mass behavior of people that
prefer to be lost in the crowd instead of standing
up with their specific features. This level has a very
rhythmic approach and the artist can turn on and off
some audio patterns with
random elements in their
melodies.

scratch and all the sounds and images generated
live by the artist and the invited participants. The
generative behavior of the whole process makes
each presentation unique and the role of each guest
fundamental to the complete performance.
Many random variables contribute to this,
taking apart from the composer the complete
control of the performance. Here the participation
of the audience really interferes in the final result.
And despite all the technological effort put into
the construction of the
performance, what really
matters is transmitting
the concept, exposing the
artist point of view about
the theme.

The last level is
called ‘To the Future’
as a metaphor for the
decadence of culture in
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carrot spheriphication, spheriphied carrot (made in Sample room) - Photo by: Luboš Svoboda, 2012

HOTKAROT & OPENSOUCE
Through Carotene Rioting To Fast Food Apocalypse
by Markéta Dolejšová
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It was kind of a nice feeling to be invited
for the panel discussion on Extreme Metabolic
Interactions: Cooking for Apocalypse, held at
last year’s Mutamorphosis conference. As an
undereducated carrot-fabber I felt quite smart
for once. Of course, the strange tiny voice, by
then sleeping in the back of my head, awoke just
a second thereafter - so I’m really supposed to
talk about the carrot hacking in front of all these
clever-looking people, having their academic
titles engraved into their foreheads? Yeah… very
well then.
However, the tiny voice proved to be
completely wrong and needlessly startled. The
group of biohackers, makers, crazy chefs and
easygoing nomads from the Nomadic Science
BioHackLab turned out to be the very opposite
of this quitter-ish vision. After spending a day in
the nearby multi-functional bar Sample room
(turned into a small biohack lab for the occasion
of the conference) with this crew, messing around
with their low-tech gadgets, observing the
carrot cells under the DIY webcam microscope,
experimenting with carrot spheriphication and
having a nice time over clouds of vaporized wine, I
quickly got the feeling of being at home. Regarding
the atmosphere, the conference talk held the
other day on the New Stage of Prague’s National
Theater didn’t actually differ much (just the wine
fumes were, sadly, missing).
Denisa Kera, the main attractor of
the panel, opened the discussion with her
note on extreme eating and cooking practices,
which contribute to the ubiquitous uncertainty of
contemporary science/art milieu. Marc Dusseiller
Dusjagr from Hacketeria [1] explained how to beat
the shiny world of high science just with the help
of a high-quality rubber band, Zack Denfeld and
Catherine Kramer from the Center for Genomic
Gastronomy followed with a presentation of their
wild DIY gastro-genomic experiments. Maria João
Grade Godinho offered a view on what is happening
on the boundary between art and science praxis,
taken from a neuroscientist‘s perspective (which
for me was probably the most important talk of
the whole panel - enthusiastic, refreshing and
truly promising). Brian Degger spoke about his
speculative biotech research approach, followed
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by Urs Gaudenz, who presented his supernomadic-hacklab kit, invented just the night
before. I myself, along with my fellow carrot
colleague Tereza Lišková, had a chance to speak
about our own geeky project called HotKarot &
OpenSauce, which I would like to describe in more
detail.
HotKarot & OpenSauce [2] is a food hacking
project created around the idea of a veggie
alternative to a hotdog, which we (the Prague
based group Cancel [3]) founded two years ago.
The key element of this project is simply a cooked
carrot stacked into a wholegrain roll, which
is being served with the personalized and
collaboratively created sauce, the so –called
OpenSauce. This dada combination is not only an
edible (and surprisingly delicious) meal, but also
a critical design concept, attempting to break the
established stereotypes of fast food gastronomy.
We are systematically trying to corrupt the greasy
and stinky hotdog cult, spreading around the
carotene power, slowly but surely leading the
fast food - junk food culture into its apocalyptic
termination. Why should you eat crap, if you need
to grab a quick snack on the go, while having a
rather empty wallet? No more mashed hooves
and meat wannabe substances in stiff gummylike rolls. We are not some diet freaks or
healthy fanatics (quite the contrary to be honest),
but come on - no one should eat that, or at least,
there should be some options. However, in Prague
there really aren’t many of them. Well, not yet…
HotKarot & OpenSauce is the flying rabbit of this
Gotham city.
However, HotKarot takes fast food primarily
as a game, which can be played every day, on the
streets all over the world. The idea of grabbing the
fresh, healthy and inexpensive snack on the go is
extended by the possibility of online communitybased recipe creation, which is embodied in the
OpenSauce feature. This open source recipe
book allows users to “program“ their own sauce,
which they would prefer with their HotKarot.
There is an editable archive of existing recipes, which
can be extended and modified virtually by anyone.
It’s all about participation: make your choice, create
your sauce, come to the nomadic HotKarot stall and
pick up your desired, self-designed snack.
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The HotKarot crew (Cancel group): Tereza Lišková, MaTerie Cancel, Luboš Svoboda, Rudolf Kreibich, Martin Obert

If you’re not sure about your current
appetite preferences, you are invited to use the
OpenSauce Zen [4] feature, which will make the
sauce suggestion for you, according to your color
taste. Let it be the pink radish, green spinach or
ochre bean sauce - every ingredient has its own
code, algorithm, color or sound. The organic
vegetable cells, transferred into the binary code,
are being inscribed with new meanings. Cooking
the food on the basis of an intangible digital code
opens entirely new dimensions of eating, which
correspond to the digitally enhanced universe of
randomness and ubiquitous uncertainties. The
culinary world is undergoing a profound change the blogosphere is stuffed with numerous cooking
tips and diet suggestions, the Google society is
on the constant search for new gastro treasures.
Are we on the inevitable road to an “I have tried
everything“ era of gastro boredom, where any kind
of new human-invented recipe wouldn’t prove to
be original enough?

“Let the machines decide for you - may the random
code be your chef.”
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Driven by this idea, we created a kind of
Eat Your Tweet platform [5]. Limited to a unique
Twitter hashtag, usually associated with some
particular event (conference, festival, meetup,
party etc.), this platform assembles single tweets,
performs a word analysis, transforms the letters
into the ingredients and - voilà! The next - purely
uncertain - sauce recipe, based on technologically
enhanced crowd wisdom, is done.
There is an incredible universe of possible
hacks, which could be performed - the streams
of carrot bio-signals present an amazing
playground, which can be used for virtually any
kind of game. We use the carrot as musical
instrument, transferring its bioelectric resistance
into the sound; exploit its bio-signals to compose
haiku-like poems... through the range of public
performances and various other activities, eagerly
shared online, we are inconspicuously turning the
lovely orange sweetie into the memetic beast,
spreading its tops over the striving 2.0 agora.
We simply don’t take the carrot as a mere
vegetable, but rather as a raw material, a medium
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A slow-cooking carrot kit made by Andrej Boleslavský, introduced during HotKarot workshop at the Center for Contemporary Art Meetfactory, Prague

waiting for the inscription of an infinite number of
meanings. HotKarot is an experiment focused on
reshaping established eating habits, developing
a playful way to discover new possibilities of
communal eating, digesting and interacting.
HotKarot is a child of burgeoning “posteverything“ culture of hybrids and mashups,
a cute mutant transgressing the boundaries of
established fields and disciplines: it is a fast food,
a DIY experiment, a geeky cheeky hack, a local
grassroots initiative, a performative piece of “art”.
Or maybe none of the above... give us any label
that you think is appropriate, we think that no
label is actually needed.
Addressing the uncertainty from the carrotmaniac point of view probably won‘t have much
scientific value. However, speaking about the need
of transdiscipinary sci-art praxis based on open
approach, which includes a broad participatorylike network of diverse, both expert and amateur
actants, I hope that it actually could contribute
to some kind of a field discourse development.
We, HotKarot, are an inherently unstable metaorganism, a group of six core units, constantly
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parasitizing on other enthusiasts from divergent
fields - geeks, technicians, artisans, musicians,
performers, scientists, cooks, teachers and
professors, managers and business-wise people
etc. Our existence is based on a collaborative
and transdisciplinary approach. We ask all those
people for help, learn from them and give them
our carotene wisdom in return. We never know
what will come next, who and what is waiting
behind the corner for us and where it will shift us
next. Uncertainty is our daily bread.
HotKarot & OpenSauce started as a
hangover prank on a cloudy day, which came
right after an exhaustive night full of empty wine
bottles. We were sitting at a coffee table, sipping
a healing carrot soup. Having the taste buds
still paralyzed by the devilish (but for irresistibly
reasonable price purchased) wine, we asked the
waitress for Tabasco sauce, obtaining a large
basket of various sauces in return. “Look, Crowd
Saucing hahahaha,“ said one of us... and that’s
how the story of HotKarot & Open Sauce began.
As soon as we finished our soup bowls, we went
to the streets and made a small pre-research
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(imagine the poor old man at his hotdog stall, being liminal art practices, such as food hacking and lowbothered by a group of weirdoes, relentlessly asking tech public interventions.
each of his customers: “Wouldn‘t you rather get a
carrot instead of a sausage, sir/ma’am?“). Right
thereafter, we started to mess around the kitchen,
began to experiment with sauce recipes, made
our first public tasting, built the OpenSauce recipe
book and slowly started to add other features. We
armed ourselves with solders, arduinos, midi
controllers, tumblrs, vvvv, pure data and other
software and... after a couple of months, we
ended speaking at the Mutamorphosis conference
panel. That’s why I think this conference is such an
amazing concept - not just because of our fifteen
minutes of fame, but rather for its contribution to
building a base for many similar fabbers who are
working, making and creating at the boundaries
between established and well delimited fields.
So, maybe our innocent hangover prank
should inspire some other like-minded guys with
no academic, scientific, artistic or whichever other
background, to start fleshing out their own wild
fantasies as well. Any final recommendations?
Well, get yourself a few bottles of cheap wine and
let things happen - trust me, it really is an “easy
peasy carrot squeezy“ thing.
References
1. http://hackteria.org/
2. http://www.facebook.com/hotkarot
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pFARM Collective https://archive.org/details/pFarm

SAY YES!

A skype/performance/talk at Mutamorphosis II
by Adam Zaretsky
As many of you know, I am engaged with the
issues of cultural decision making and the role of
biopolitics in what traits are becoming inherited
by whose gonads… Biotechnological alteration of
the human genome is referred to this decade as
IGM or the Intentional Genetic Modification of the
Human Genome.

they may cause the art and science lab relations.
In particular, artists that work with real bodies,
actual Sex, Blood and Politics should be given
some preference in any wet lab bioart production.
Erotic artists:

Artists who question sexuality, engage in
Who is fit to play with doctors?
alternative versions of pornography or exhibit
off the locus strange attractions in the realm of
I want to emphasize that those artists erotic behavior are primed to interface with new
with disorderly conduct in their repertoire should reproductive technologies.
always be encouraged to get into the wet lab and
apply their corrosive expressions. People who Say yes to Sex
manage art and science collaborations, and many
of you are here at Mutamorphosis, I encourage you
Inserting genes into a hereditary cascade is
not to censor your queerest artists, for the trouble a great responsibility but it is also a powerful, sex
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act. In biology, sex is defined as the passing of
genetic information into a lineage of progeny.

Live Artists:

(or those Biological bodies who enact
So, transgenic protocol is sex.
endurance as their art.) Artists who use their
own bodies or the freely given bodies of their
What are the desires and satisfactions of collaborators as canvases are in a very special
the experimenter during the technosexual process position to comprehend the difference between
of getting the genes into the being to be fucked?
traditional art forms and the living manipulation
of Biology as art.
Many tinker with the gonads of yeast,
worms, rats and, in the case of gene therapy,
I am advocating for the celebration of
humans. What kind of erotic, pornographic and performance artists in labs artists interested in
even deadly economies drive this work? What radical body modification (tattooing, scarification,
is the flavor of the compulsive urge to control amputation and implantation), endurance
reproduction? What is the quality of the scientist’s (pushing personal metabolism into altered states
satisfaction when shooting a signature or a graffiti of expression) and body fluids (shit, blood, sperm,
tag into an unsuspecting life’s form? How is the vomit, urine and tears, to name a few).
humping joy of defect sex ameliorated or amped
up through technology?
The fracking of heritage genomes through
mutagenesis is an art of enduring fragmentation
This is not an easy question as the and uncertainty.
economies of techno-sex and sadism as energy
are not simply negative in the world. We can’t Say Yes to Mutation
pretend that technology is without a certain
connectivity or that life isn’t driven by libido.
Most random mutation causes instability
What kind of sex is interspecies gene-gunning?
and harm to organisms. Only very occasionally
does a mutant worm grow elbows like we did. A
How is the perverted act of shooting nuclei life’s fitness is a lucky oddity subject to uncertain
with genetic choices made to seem formally futures. The poetry of chance DNA upsets the
neutered of hotness? This is not just a psycho- stability of life’s repetitive anatomy with changes
symbolic mutation.
over time.
I am reminded of a line from Andy Warhol’s
Frankenstein when the scientist tells Igor, “You
Can’t Know Life, Until You Have Fucked Death
In The Gall Bladder.” Fertility clinics and clinical
gene therapy trials are centers of biological
pornography or bioporn. These command
and control centers working towards the reengineering of the germline need to feel the heat
of their cryo-fertility cult in a way that only dancers
of fuck can remind them.
Say Yes to Sex

Directed {e}volution is just as fallible in the
long run. What is the difference between letting
the production of life be spontaneous collage,
versus an aesthetic based on maximizing short
term market shares, ‘enhancing’ traits based on
human goals and using organisms as production
factories for pharmaceuticals, industrial products
and food? When it comes to transgenic art it is
preferable to gamble in the dark with another’s
heredity or to try to tailor someone and their
kindred?

Say Yes to Mutation
If people, bags of gonads (and their next of
kin or preborn dish babies) can be dosed, infected
And an aesthetics beyond intention:
and altered with the aesthetics of the corporate, mutation alone. Body artists and manipulators are
military and health regimes…then pervert in a privileged place of being able to volunteer for
technology is appropriate technology.
experimentation without usury (using of others as
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a scape goat for one’s own fear of loss.)
Like any adult informed human subject,
performance artists work on the assumption that
they can handle their shit, honor their decisions
even with trauma and regret. That is good, because
most germline human transgenic experiments
are currently irreversible failures. (There is the
simple question of personal or group alteration
infecting the ecosphere and the responsibility that
artists have to not cause ecological instability with
their uncertain affects.)
Political Artists: Bio-power Critics

for the psyche and soma and we presently live in
them.
An antisocial reading of normative ethics
rests the case studies at the foot of the militaryindustrial human breeding clinic: Third Millennium
Eugenics – people as Transgenic Compulsions.
Tactical media artists, agitation propaganda
artists and aesthetic terrorists.
Say Yes to Control’s Drift
You should have more clearance (not less)
to use participatory investigation and know first
hand, the scheme, I mean, the science behind
incarceration, allopathic drug pipelines, weapons’
development and the programmed human. What
better place to enact an activist response to the
business of biopolitical tracking, trapping and
tagging forced individuality than from the very
labs from which these technologies of control
emanate.

Those who take action against commercial
and military regimes and foment resistance to
technoslavery, war mongering and neocolonialist
greed tend not to trust big science, not just because
of the use of reason’s historic complicity with
Weapons Development, Enslavement Criminology
and Parochial Medical Diagnoses; Anomalous
Gender, Disturbances of Mental Health, and
Personal Genomics for the patching up of any and A wish
all Social Dis-ease or power-deformity.

This goes out to the political artists, the
penitent and un-penitent body artists, the sex
positive and sex critical arms of staged kink, and
the people who control the flow of art and lab
interface funds. Let those artists who inhabit labs
be those artists who approach boundaries of sex,
blood and politics in a difficult way. This is because
bio-art is not VR (virtual reality).

Say Yes to Control’s Drift

Control itself is a conduct disorder
calcified…turned to bone dry habit. This is what
Donna Haraway calls the ‘hardening of the
categories (referencing the corporeal hardening
of the arteries but in a corporate-state body.)
Command becomes Tradition, but control is
prerecorded jazz, not improvisation, free play, or Say Yes to Queer Anatomy:
noise.
Beware the naïve optimism of Human
Nonetheless, control drifts, like gene Enhancement. Hereditary gene collage makes
expression patterns drift across past and future new breeds from desires. Transgenic beings are
space-time. All culture emanates from cults better art than art. These organisms are not on
surrounded for now by biopolitical walls.
canvas or chiseled out from marble: transgenic
organisms are sculpted from molecular collage.
But the walls of rigor and policed Organisms made from snips of other beings cut
repetition-compulsion originate in experimental into novel entities. What is the full range of forms
play, surprise and even barely shrouded base and beings we could force evolve ourselves into?
materialism of all high society: murder, rape, Some Transhumanist style tends towards
incest, pedophilia, war, xenophobia, orgy, naïve optimism based on futurist potentials,
cannibalism, necrophilia, beastiality, coprophilia emphasizing: longer life span, more beauty and
and any and all monomaniacal obsession. All of bigger brains. Where can fringe anatomical and
these deep time taboos are our founder effects metabolic goals take us, beyond enhancement?
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Instead of Revolution - Performance by bionihil (Jenia Losik), VASTAL: Body Alterity Lab - Vastal Virgins: Kira O’Reilly, WARBEAR, Jeanette Groenendaal, Zoot Derks, Boryana Rossa, Oleg Mavromatti,
Sarah Hamilton, Jennifer Willet, Adam Zaretsky, bionihil and giuliana videopirate - Held at the Theatrum Anatomicum, de Waag, Amsterdam, 2009

Perfectionism causes more sadness than
mortal ruin. Being is a leaky process; love of
disorder is a love of this world. So, refuse to reject
the incongruity of space-time.
Say Yes to Queer Anatomy
The issues are not contained by the social
as it is currently drawn. The issues of life art are
long lasting, multigenerational, and potentially
continual.
Say Yes to Queer Anatomy
_______________
Adam Zaretsky
Adam Zaretsky, Ph.D., was born in Woodstock
(NY), 1968, is one of the pioneers of BioArt, which
is a rapidly growing visual art movement where
scientists and artists team up. For the past decade
Zaretsky has been teaching an experimental
bioart class called VivoArts at: San Francisco State
University (SFSU), SymbioticA (UWA), Rensselaer
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Polytechnic Institute (RPI), University of Leiden’s
The Arts and Genomic Centre (TAGC), Carnegie
Mellon University (CMU) and the Waag Society.
Presently he is teaching Do It Yourself Intentional
Genetic Modification of the Human Genome (DIYIGM) at New York University (NYU). He also runs
a public life arts school: VASTAL (The Vivoarts
School for Transgenic Aesthetics Ltd.) His method
is best summarized as accumulating paradoxes
and dualisms and exposing those to the public. He
is a master in this art, and can bundle many layers
of interpretation in one living experimental design
of biotechnological organisms as art installation.
In doing this, he challenges both the public and
the scientists involved. His current work as a
Researcher at the Arts and Genomics Centre,
Leiden University involves a participation in the
public debate of the Dutch BioSolar Cells open
innovation consortium, which is a public private
partnership aiming for the implementation of
new technology for improving photosynthesis
with plants, micro-organisms and semiartificial systems for solar energy conversion.
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E.Domnitch, D.Gelfand, Mucilaginous Omniverse (2009), silicone oil, sound, white laser. Like a quivering liquid lens, the minutest changes in a cell’s shape can account for shifts in the emission’s wavelength and amplitude.

HYPERSPECTRAL
PERCIPIENCE
Senzienza Iperspettrale
by Evelina Domnitch & Dmitri Gelfand
When only phantom stimuli enter a mind that
has been emancipated from external awareness
while dreaming or meditating, the distinction
between sensory receptors seems to dissolve.

tingling intersection is charged with a sensation
of heat accompanied by a drastic color shift in
both the landscape and the sky. Many years later,
such sensorial amalgamations began to arise as
a consequence of our artistic pursuits along the
The whole overshadows its parts, fostering as yet uncharted divide between quantum and
a synesthetic perceptual apparatus, far better classical behavior. Between the atomic scale and
suited for navigating the subconscious through the macroscopic world lies the mesoscopic scale.
ambiguous waters. One of Dmitry’s earliest Any attempt to delineate this mesoscopic tipping
discoveries of this apparatus was in the following point has failed thus far, despite quantum physics’
dream: a field sparkling with insects with which extremely successful predictions of macroscopic
the dreamer comes in tactile contact, and each instruments’ measurements of micro-systems.
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One of the reasons for this failure to
localize a hypothetical quantum threshold, is
that the measuring apparatus always becomes
part of the examined system. However, unlike a
data-gathering device, an observer is capable
of psycho-sensorially coupling with reality,
eliminating the need to distinguish between the
apparatus and the system. Yet, there is another,
deeper quantum slipperiness and ubiquity:
entangled “consequences of events in one place
propagate to other places faster than the speed
of light. This happens in a way that we cannot
use for signalling. Nevertheless, it is a gross
violation of relativistic causality. [....] It may be
that a real synthesis of quantum and relativity
theories requires not just technical developments
but radical conceptual renewal” [1]. Our first step
towards this transformation of awareness was
the abandonment of playback and simulation
(“signalling”) media: the ever-transforming
interchange between the observer and a nonvirtual mesoscopic phenomenon can never be
reproduced or simulated – reduced to a signal.
The observer and the observed must emerge
simultaneously, in as intimate contact with one
another as possible.
Accordingly, our artworks are not complete
without being directly experienced, because they
strive to alter and renew perception. It is a form of
anarchy to leap beyond the settled and well-sieved
sensory streams commonly accepted as discrete
senses. An example of such a leap would be a
perceptual deceleration of the passage of time in
order to experience the unmistakable glistening
of eternity. This “zero-point temporality” is often
accompanied by a sense of interconnectedness,
a facet of which is the entanglement of sensory
modalities. There is never anything in these
artworks that will let the mind slip into familiar
troughs of meaning, or anything that can be
unequivocally named by everyone. We always try
to suspend ourselves and our audience in the
most ephemeral and measureless environs that
we can “tame”. Though without familiar symbolic
content, such fluid unfoldings are usually
staggering in complexity and multidimensionality
and can slightly unveil to a “suspended” mind an
exponential avalanche of quantum emergence. At
this instant, the expansion of a particular sensory
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envelope can take place.
In the midst of the quantum revolution in
the 1920s, Russian futurist Mikhail Matyushin
developed a practice of the “expanded gaze”.
Among other means, this was achieved by
training both peripheral and central vision to
function simultaneously with maximal focus.
Besides contriving the most effective use of color
in painting, architecture and urban planning for
new communist cities, he tried to connect the
scientific description of color with a synesthetic or
synthetic perception of color coupled with hearing,
chronoception, as well as vestibular, kinesthetic
and tactile apprehension. Although Matyushin was
not directly investigating synesthesia, he intuited
from his experiments that the expansion of sensory
capacities has something to do with cross-modal
perception. His close friend and artistic affiliate,
Kazimir Malevich, was also working towards the
expansion of the sensory palette: in 1916, he made
2 curious drawings: Sensation of the Electron and
Sensation of Time.
The first five years of our collaborative
work were absorbed by the experience of
reality as waves and fields. Though a seemingly
innocent preoccupation, such a pursuit can entail
a devastation and reorganization of the entire
structure of consciousness. Nonetheless, there
is a tremendous payoff: a potential sensorial key
to the very depths of humanity’s scientific insight.
Perhaps, at present, mental functionality and
knowledge are advancing much faster than one’s
senses. Conversely, the capacities of synesthetes
and savants have always gleamed on the horizon
as a potential step in the evolutionary race of
cephalisation, the re-folding of the brain into ever
finer and more interconnected fissures.
Our apprehension with customarily
imperceptible physical and chemical phenomena
has incited us to meticulously modulate and fuse
the senses. Because the spatial and temporal
signatures of these phenomena are often totally
unfamiliar to the observer, only under proper mindfocusing conditions can the senses intuitively fill
in one another’s perceptual blanks. The observer
cannot but rely on a synesthetic instrumentarium to
navigate through untrodden and rather transient
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3-dimensional sensory input. Chronoception, sight,
auditory and vestibular sensations seem to comprise a disembodied yet singular self-adjusting
antenna, capable of extremely subtle attunement.

nm light pulsations known as biophotons. Though
they were discovered in 1923, only very recently
have researchers been able to gather some telltale data thanks to pivotal advancements in sensitometry. The syncopation of spectral signatuFor countless hours in unspeakable res alludes to a form of photonic communication
darkness, chasing a very faint breed of light cal- between biomolecules characterized by coherenled sonoluminescence [2], we were exposed to a ce, a phenomenon incited by optical resonance,
cryptic language, harboring psychomorphic [3] just as in a laser cavity. Quintessential biological
photon environments [4]. Coupled with brain- processes such as cell growth and division as well
wave interference at certain flash cycles, acousti- as distress signals are regulated by a coherent
cally collapsed bubbles
photon field, which “can
were transformed into a
be traced back to DNA
rippling inner cavern of
as the most likely canundeterminable dimendidate of working as the
sions. Since one’s invisimain source” [5]. Some
ble body could no longer
daring scientists sugmark the frontier of the
gest that biophotons
senses, they were permay even mediate conmitted to wander beyond
sciousness itself.
the scope of localizability: the sonoluminescent
If it were not for a
formations became a
cell’s capacity to delaunch pad for extrasentect, tune and respond
sory modes of experiento another cell’s light
ce, evoking biophotonic
emissions, the instanprocesses inside of the
taneity of intercellular
observer. When an orgacommunication would
nism ceases to be visible
be unfathomable. In an
to itself, another kind of
experiment conducted
multi-eyed night vision
at Northwestern Unicontinues to transpire
versity by biophysibetween biological cells.
cist Guenter Albrecht
The light source beheld
Buehler, mammalian
by the cells emanates
tissue cells were affixed
from within their own
to both sides of a sheet
nuclei (much like sonoof glass. The cells on
luminescence arising at
one side modified their
the center of imploding
angles of growth more
micro-bubbles).
than 45° towards those on the other side of the
glass. However, when an infrared filter was inOnly in the world’s darkest laboratories, serted into the glass, the cells started growing
can one catch a glimpse of the nebulous light in haphazard directions. For purposes of fortifiemitted by all living matter. Millions of times we- cation, tissues favor an intertwined arrangement
aker than a firefly’s luminescence, the emissions of cells, so the glass-divided cells were likely
originate within an organism’s commonest ingre- using light to navigate their growth pattern. If so,
dients, biomolecules “any cell engendered by a li- they must have optical receptors. Despite all the
ving system”. Besides light-tight tenebrosity and freshly accumulated evidence, the biophotonic
refrigeration, highly sensitive photon detectors mechanism underlying this self-organizing celluare required for the observation of these 200 - 800 lar “intelligence” remains predominantly unknown.
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How can a cell so finely tune the light under
its skin? Like a quivering liquid lens, the minutest
changes in a cell’s shape can account for shifts in the
emission’s wavelength and amplitude.
To meet the rapid demands of intercellular
communication, precise light field tailoring is
crucial. Far simpler than a biological cell, an
ordinary droplet of liquid can become an optical
resonator when efficaciously reshaped and
levitated by a sound field or an ion trap. When the
droplet’s surface-resonant modes are procured,
a laser beam entering the airborne spheroid can
switch frequencies and become up to 400 times
as powerful” [6]. When laser light penetrates
the skin of a soap film “the chemical ancestor
of a cell membrane”, the beam may divide into
microscopic optical tracks that curve along the
surface as though ensnared within a wave-guide
antenna [7].
The laser channels, which are maneuvered
and molded by the mother beam, together
behave like “a powerful optical computer with
a gigantic parallel processor, consisting of
billions of laser-guiding cells” [8]. Light can be
swallowed, trapped and potentially harnessed
as it dielelectrophoretically re-assembles the
molecular contents of its environment: the
laser shapes the medium, and the medium
synergetically shapes the laser to the point of selffocusing. The fine-tuning of one form of energy/
matter by another leads to boundless non-linear
possibilities from weightless architecture [9] to
“pure-glue hidden valleys through the Higg’s
portal” [10]. In less than a century, the science of
force field tailoring has vastly extended the palette
of cosmic ingredients, and encroached on the
very limits of conceivable reality. Yet, an empirical
translation of this reality requires a force field
tailoring of its own.

biology, there is no agreement on the number
of human senses. There is also no suitable
classification of the senses that will distinguish
them according to a single criterion. Some
of these newly acknowledged senses include
nociception (pain), equilibrioception (balance),
proprioception (position) and kinesthesioception
(motion), chronoception (time), thermoception,
weak magnetoception, and more interoceptive
senses are being considered. Although there is no
neurological proof of electroception in humans (it
is commonest among fish), nearly everyone has
experienced contact with electric current, and can
unmistakably distinguish it from other stimuli.
The senses long ago acquired a reputation
for distorting the “true nature” of reality, and
presenting the mind with a mere illusion. Quite
on the contrary, sensorial information pilots the
entire hovercraft of consciousness. Continuously
adjusting to shifting thresholds of perceptibility,
sensory mechanisms have been proven to reach
infinitesimal levels of elasticity. For example,
the human eye can even register an individual
photon, although it is conditioned by the brain
to suppress all signals below seven photons.
Sensory organs and neural networks are feedback
instruments, delicately tuned to the most
immediate environment, allowing an individual
organism to seamlessly fit within the latticework
of the biosphere and emergent cognisphere. The
latter encompasses transmutations of neurosensorial activity into untamable thought patterns
that seem to defy all manner of biochemical or
metaphysical analysis. Nearly every scientific
breakthrough and leap in perception has followed
a circuitous yet unrelenting trajectory before
finding the last ingredient of the elixir – one that
cannot be inferred inductively or otherwise from
all available knowledge. “We find ourselves here
on the very path taken by Einstein of adapting
our modes of perception borrowed from the
sensations, to the gradually deepening knowledge
of the laws of nature” [11]. Be they “mental
pictures” or sensorially contrived experiences,
nonverbal thoughts steered the unfolding of
scientific creativity.

Artists and adepts have forever tried to
manipulate and enrich the palette of the five
known senses: vision, hearing, smell, taste and
touch. Tedious scientific efforts have revealed
a manifold of bodily orifices and molecular
networks apprehending the inner and outer
dominions. Despite all the invaluable advances
Outside the extravagances of synesthesia,
in psychophysics, biochemistry, and quantum there exist other curious reciprocities between
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E.Domnitch, D.Gelfand, Camera Lucida: Sonochemical Observatory (2003 - 2008), H2SO4, Xe, ultrasound. For countless hours in unspeakable darkness, chasing a very faint breed of light called sonoluminescence, we were exposed to a cryptic language, harboring psychomorphic photon environments

different modes of sensation. As light emissions
entail magnetic ripples, photosensitivity can be
cross-wired with magnetoception. The fancifully
named photoreceptor cryptochrome, sensitive to
blue and UV light (from 380nm to 450nm), enables
magnetoception in insects and avians. In birds’ eyes,
the activation of cryptochrome may affect the lightsensitivity of retinal neurons, which would permit
the ‘visibility’ of magnetic fields. In what form would
they be ‘seen’ remains a ponderous question. Light
excitation leads to cascading electron transfer,
during which electron spins are influenced by
weak magnetic fields; the spin dynamics activate
cryptochrome. Many important cellular processes
are driven and controlled by events involving
electronic degrees of freedom: from the absorption
of photons by a photosynthetic apparatus to electron
transfer processes, sustaining the electrochemical
membrane potential. Another feedback system
initiated by cryptochrome is the sense of time on
all its biological scales: from circadian and lunar
oscillations to germination and gene clocks. This
light modulated protein occurs in all kingdoms of life:
plants, bacteria, insects and mammals. For circadian
synchronization, humans still use cryptochrome,
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which regulates the melatonin secretion of the pineal
gland. Perhaps, our cryptochrome will be able to fully
regain magnetoception, but only in the distant future,
considering the serpentine evolution of vision.
A blind poet once praised the “three
serpents”, ascending from both sides of Iris, the
rainbow [12]. The philosopher, Xenophanes (570
- 465 BC) also noted 3 colors in the celestial arc:
crimson, yellow and purple. Thanks to Sir Isaac
Newton, one presumes that there are seven colors
in a rainbow. However, it was not by observation
that Newton formulated this idea, but he rather
borrowed the number from the Pythagorean
octave. As he did not trust his imperfect eyesight,
the task to define seven dominant colors was
relayed to a younger assistant. Newton was also
the first to accurately calculate the colors’ different
wavelengths, despite his theory of multi-colored
corpuscles. With our knowledge of photonic
perception and eye architecture having reached
the level of artificial retina implants, the latest
discoveries are extracted from the nanoscopic
confines of DNA. While deciphering the genetics
of color-blindness, researchers have found
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E.Domnitch, D.Gelfand, Mucilaginous Omniverse (2009), silicone oil, sound, white laser. Like a quivering liquid lens, the minutest changes in a cell’s shape can account for shifts in the emission’s wavelength and amplitude.

humans with tetrachromatism “the presence of
four different types of cones instead of three”. Colorblindness “the presence of only two types of color
receptors in the eye” is found predominantly among
males. It was established that certain mothers of such
men have a mutation, leading to tetrachromatism.
Tests revealed an immense sensitivity for subtleness
of color. One such case was so color sensitive that
she was able to distinguish 10 distinct hues while
looking at a rainbow. Before these experiments
were conducted, it was falsely concluded that the
brain ‘was wired’ to see only 3 colors due to the 3
cone types, however its plasticity allows it “to handle
as many channels of information as the eye cares to
throw at it” [13].
The creature known to have the most types
of cones, counts as many as 16, and is called
the mantis shrimp. Besides sensing polarized
light, it has “hyperspectral color vision, spanning
from ultraviolet to infrared” [14], trinocular depth
perception. Considered to be the most complex
eyes in the animal kingdom, these diversely
faceted globules are mounted on mobile stems,
constantly moving independently of each other and
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expanding the panorama. Along with pistol shrimp,
these aquarians are the only known generators of
sonoluminescence. The peacock mantis shrimp
(odontodactylus scyllarus) uses bubble cavitation
resulting in sonoluminescence to hit its prey twice
with a single strike: “a powerful shock wave moving
with an acceleration of a .22 caliber bullet follows
a slam of a mighty claw” [15]. It is hypothesized
that mantis shrimp cannot see the micro-temporal
visual impression of their own single bubble
sonoluminescence. However, with their immaculate
eyes, they would certainly be able to perceive Camera
Lucida: Sonochemical Observatory. How many colors
would they see? What would they make of the recent
discovery of two-colored sonochemiluminescence
by quantum chemist, Shin-ichi Hatanaka?
Like insects, mantis shrimp are sensitive
to polarization – to the orientation of light wave
oscillations. Within their eyes are star-shaped
alignments of photosensitive microvilli tubes. These
cylindrical bundles form a wave-guide that behaves
like a polarization compass, sensitive only to selfparallel wave fronts. Linearly polarized light travels
along parallel synphase wavelengths of equal
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amplitude, whereas circular polarization refers to
parallel, spiraling wavelengths that share the same
amplitude but diverge in phase by 90 degrees. The
unaided human eye is weakly sensitive to polarization,
which creates a very faint pattern near the center of
the visual field, called Haidinger’s brush. Though
the pattern is very difficult to see, with practice, the
naked eye can learn to detect polarized light. In Ten
Thousand Peacock Feather in Foaming Acid, one
may closely observe such polarization phenomena
as the Kerr effect – when a material’s refractive
(light-bending) index changes in response to an
external electric field. Here, laser light is the source
of the electric field, which spreads as a surface wave
(soliton) across soap film. Proportional to the local
irradiance of the laser, the variation of refractivity
results in nonlinear optical effects such self-focusing,
self-phase modulation and modulational instability.
The Kerr effect only becomes observable with high
amplitude light sources such as lasers.
The most powerful lasers are being used to
scan the depths of subatomic noise. The deeper we
go, the stronger and shorter the light pulses have to
be, so as not to blur the fleeting details. The limits
of high-speed stroboscopy are constantly being
redefined, and the latest aspirant, the LHC (Large
Hadron Collider) at CERN uses emissions that last
less than a trillionth of a trillionth of a second (10-24).
The photons are so ephemeral that they themselves
cannot be observed, which is why they are called
virtual photons. Though ideal for scanning catapulted
particles, the naked eye prefers flashes that span
at least a few millionths of a second. Such flashes
(and far longer) can decelerate and even freeze the
rapid micro-temporal interplay between acoustic
vibrations and non-coalescing fluid droplets. Above
the surface of upwardly sonicated silicone oil, a
thin membrane of air, acoustically regenerated
underneath each droplet, suspends falling droplets
of the same liquid. Without coalescing for extended
periods, these palpitating spheroids bounce on the
air-oil interface. The repeated impact of a bouncing
droplet incites a standing capillary wave that
interlocks with the waves of neighboring droplets.
This close-range attractive force can result in the
orbital motion of droplet pairs and clusters. During
more stable modes of excitation, self-organizing
geometric rafts emerge in accordance with the
closest packing of spheres: the distance between
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droplets decreases with increasing frequency,
leading to dense lattice formation.
The sensorial demands of processing quantum
behavior incite adaptive resonances, comprising
a multidimensional perceptual navigator. Though
brains have been compared to clocks, telegraphs,
computers and holograms, they are “not like any
artificial machine. If anything, they are like natural
self-organizing processes such as stars and
hurricanes” [16]. Occurring on many different scales
of time and space, cascades of standing and traveling
waves outline the adaptively resonating lattice of
intercellular communication. These resonances can
be finely tuned through a mesoscopic self-observation
system, such as our work, Mucilaginous Omniverse,
which translates quantum harmonic patterns across
the cerebrospinal sea of neuromodulators. Ten
million times larger than an atom, an acoustically
bounced, non-coalescing oil droplet is the largest
object to manifest the self-interferential signature of
wave-particle duality. When the wave packet emitted
by the droplet interferes with its own reflections,
the droplet begins to drift or “walk” along the wave.
“Such results are usually thought to be possible only
in quantum physics” [17].
Ever since Newton and Huygen’s discord
about the nature of light at the end of the 17th
century, wave-particle duality has remained a fertile
domain in physics. For most of that time, Thomas
Young’s legendary double-slit experiment of 1801
was performed exclusively with light emissions. In
1961, however, the experiment was repeated with
an electron beam. Then, in 1974 it was reproduced
with a single electron and in 1999 with an entire
fullerene - a massive 60-atom molecule. Whether or
not one can visualize an object interfering with itself
like a wave has been the subject of tempestuous
controversy. As Richard Feynman, the architect of
quantum electrodynamics, put it: “I can safely say
that nobody understands quantum mechanics. Do
not keep saying to yourself, if you can possibly avoid
it, ‘But how can it be like that?’, because you’ll go
down the drain into a blind alley from which nobody
has yet escaped” [18]. Just a few years ago, this
blind alley was finally illuminated, enabling one to
directly perceive quantum phenomena in real time
with one’s bare eyes and ears. Since its discovery,
the wave-particle behavior of a walking droplet has
raised numerous fundamental questions as to
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E.Domnitch, D.Gelfand, Memory Vapor (2011), cryogenic environment, cosmic rays, white laser

the distinction between macroscopic and quantum
reality. By virtue of its wave emissions, a droplet
exhibits a non-locality dependent on its bouncing
history, or path memory, as classified by the
French physicist, Yves Couder. Perhaps, this nonlocality gives rise to a macroscopic equivalent of
entanglement, of tunneling, and of quantized orbits.
When a droplet’s path memory is sufficiently deep,
its wave force is equivalent to that of its mirror
image on the other side of the orbit. Likewise, it is
a droplet’s depth of memory that can awaken the
quantum gaze of the observer.
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than the narrow band of humanly visible light. Fast numerous scientific research facilities, including
computers, sensitive detectors, and large storage the Drittes Physikalisches Institut (Goettingen
capacities are required for analysing hyperspectral University, Germany), the Institute of Advanced
data, since hyperspectral cubes are large multi- Sciences and Technologies (Japan), Ricso Lab
dimensional data sets. It is astonishing that a (Russia) and the Meurice Institute (Belgium).
Crustacean brain can perform this colossal task so They are the recipients of the Japan Media Arts
well! One of the other hurdles facing researchers Excellence Prize (2007), and three Ars Electronica
is the quest to program hyperspectral satellites Honorary Mentions (2007, 2009, 2011).
capable of sorting through data on their own and
transmitting only the most important images -both transmission and storage of so much data
could prove difficult and costly.
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3D geometry example of 2 circles rotating over a moving triangle formed by 3 straight lines in the pentagrid; white lines are indicating the traces of the disturbed circle lines - still frame from 3D
animated geometry movies by artist: Nikola Tasic ( Quantum Cinema PEEK-Project funded by FWF)

QUANTUM CINEMA

A glimpse into Heisenberg‘s Uncertainty Principle
by Renate C.-Z. Quehenberger
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“These young guys take it quite too easy
to put old physical notions aside”, eminent
Dutch physi-cist H.A. Lorentz remarked in a
private discussion with Max Planck, the father of
quantum physics, about de Broglie’s new theory
about matter waves and Heisenberg’s recently
coined uncertainty principle [1]. In 1900, Max
Planck discovered that the radiation spectrum of
black bodies is not continuous, but discrete. The
energies are separated by the value hv where v
is the frequency and h is the so-called Planck
constant, the smallest possible quantum of action.
This notion was not com-patible with what would
thereafter be called “classical physics”, and so
the last century began with the development of
quantum physics.
The French physicist Louis de Broglie made
an important contribution when he formulated
the gen-eral relation between momentum p and
wavelength I of a particle, which are indirectly
proportional. De Broglie’s doctoral thesis about
matter waves in 1924, reflecting the wave-particle
duality of all physical objects, was experimentally
verified in 1927.

Finally, when it was almost time to return
to Göttingen, he succeeded. He stayed up for two
nights, enthused with his new finding, and finally
went to the shore, climbed Helgoland’s iconic rock
tower and awaited the sunrise on its peak.
This was the start of the formulation of
one of the foundational theories of quantum
mechanics: ma-trix mechanics. This theory
represented a turning away from the BohrSommerfeld model of elec-trons behaving like
planets orbiting the sun. At this time, Heisenberg’s
teacher Bohr was much con-cerned about the fact
that measurements about quantum mechanics
must inevitably be translated into the terms of
classical physics. The measuring devices all
worked on the basis of classical phys-ics, and no
device could be constructed that was capable of
measuring both the particle state and the wave
state of a quantum body. The atomic particles he
wanted to measure all had to interact with those
devices to be registered, therefore skewing the
results. He therefore considered it paramount to
collect evidence under all kinds of experimental
conditions and regard them all as partial truths
even if they seemed to cancel each other out,
because no complete picture could be sketched
with-out complementary data from all angles.
As a result, new theories derived from these
measurements must also be complementary – a
principle he called the complementarity principle.

In this same year, German physicist
Werner Heisenberg (1901 - 1976) formulated his
uncertainty principle, which will be the focus of
this paper. This principle states that it is impossible
to simulta-neously measure the position and
momentum of a quantum particle. There is still
an on-going dis-cussion about this foundational
With the complementarity principle
concept in quantum physics, whether it is only an foremost in his mind, Bohr needed to find a way
observational ef-fect, or arises from the particle- to reconcile Heisenberg’s new matrix mechanics,
and wave-like nature of all quantum objects.
which argued for the idea that electrons do not have
a posi-tion, but rather a probability distribution,
Heisenberg’s finding of the uncertainty relation with the previously held and well-substantiated
theory of electrons behaving like planets orbiting
In the late spring of 1925, he got sick from the sun. Heisenberg’s solution to this problem
hay fever and took two weeks off from his duties was to seek the overlap between the quantum
in his mentor Max Born’s office at the university in model (which proved true on the small, subatomic
Göttingen. He decided to spend some time on the scale), and the classical model (which had proven
small island Helgoland. While he was swimming true on the larger scale). He modified his theories
and taking walks along the sea shore, brooding so that quan-tum physics models would behave
over his problems in quantum physics, he wanted similarly to classical models at a large enough
to derive an equation which was completely based scale, thereby sat-isfying Bohr’s complementarity
on experimental observations, and which would principle.
replace the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantum assumptions.
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2D geometry example of 2 circles rotating over a moving triangle formed by 3 straight lines in the pentagrid in slow motion: traces of circles white circles lines are not disturbed - still frame from 3D
animated geometry movies by artist: Nikola Tasic ( Quantum Cinema PEEK-Project funded by FWF)

Heisenberg’s paper “On the Perceptual Content..” and probabilities, conceals another “real” world,
where causality is still in effect. But to Heisenberg
The outcome of this process was and colleagues, such speculations seemed
Heisenberg’s celebrated paper entitled “Über den unfruitful and senseless. They were emphatically
anschauli-chen Inhalt der quantentheoretischen convinced that physics should only attempt to
Kinematik und Mechanik” (“On the Perceptual formally de-scribe what it had been able to perceive.
Content of Quantum Theoretical Kinematics and Speculations about ‘underlying’ realities we would
Mechanics”) published in 1927 [2].This paper never be able to perceive would only cloud our
mentions the perceptual content, and expresses judgement.
the aim for a clear vision. The notion of “vision” is
Here, Heisenberg discards all traces of
closer to the german term “Anschaulichkeit” which
vanished in the English translation of the title. In Platonic ideas and lunges into mere, naked 3D
fact, “An-schaulichkeit” was very much an issue reality. He suggests characterizing only true facts.
in that early age of quantum physics. And it can And because all experiments must obey the laws of
almost be called ironic that with this paper, bearing quan-tum mechanics, which makes them subject
a clear call for the visionary approach, a change set to Heisenberg’s principle saying one can only
into the quantum physics community that resulted accurately measure either a quantum particle’s
in the opposite, as we will see from our description position or its momentum, we would never be
able to observe causality on a quantum level. This
of its impact below.
effectively rendered the law of causality invalid.
An essential conclusion from Heisenberg’s
Was there no one who spoke out against
paper was this: because the statistical character
of quan-tum theory makes all of perception at that this brazen sidelining of causality? Nobody who
level inexact, one could be led to the supposition realised the consequences of this view?
that the world we perceive, made out of chances
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Heisenberg’s movie frame example

Non-locality - Schrödinger‘s Cat

Heisenberg illustrated his ideas to Albert
Einstein with the movie analogon, - a metaphor
originat-ing from the context of art:

For Einstein nonlocality was a „spooky
action at the distance“. He continued to be unable
to cope with the essential effect of Heisenberg’s
principle, nonlocality of objects. This led him to
publish a fa-mous paper in 1935 with co-authors
Podolsky and Rosen on the “incompleteness
of quantum me-chanics”. A few months later
Schrödinger answered with his own paper for
a better understanding of this effect with his
famously cruel thought-experiment with a cat in
a box, dead and alive the same time, in the same
year known as “Schrödinger’s cat”[4].

“Perhaps one has to conceive the transition
from one stationary state to the next in a similar
way to the transition from one image to another in
films. The transition does not take place suddenly.
Ra-ther, the one image becomes weaker and the
other slowly emerges and become stronger. For a
while, both images permeate each other and one
does not know which is actually meant. Perhaps
there is thus a state in which one does not know
whether an atom is in the upper or the lower
For Schrödinger the wave-function was
state.”
a real wave in higher dimensional space. He
regarded the statistical interpretation, which
Einstein warned that these ideas would takes the wave-function as probability, as Max
take Heisenberg into a dangerous direction, Born introduced it, as a terrible misinterpretation
because the conversation starts “talking about of his theory. This difference in opinion caused
what we know about nature and not about what the development of quantum theory to go into a
nature really does.” Albert Einstein was not completely different direction than Schrödinger
convinced by the idea that only the results of had wanted:
measurements, known as ‘observables,’ should
be the base of quantum mechanics, because not
“It must have affected and disappointed
everything in nature could be observed. Even Broglie just as much as me when we learned that
though Heisenberg pointed out he was only pre-dominantly a kind of transcendental, almost
relying on the same method Einstein had used psychic explanation of the wave phenomenon
for his theory of relativity, Einstein retorted: “This was being developed, which very soon would
may have been my philosophy, but it is nonsense be welcomed by most theoreticians as the
all the same. It is never possible to introduce only only interpretation in line with experimental
observable quantities in a theory. It is the theory experience.”
which decides what can be observed.”
What bothered Schrödinger the most about
Meanwhile experiments demonstrated that the impact of the Copenhagen interpretation was
particle measurement must only be carried out the rise of notions and questions about whether
with an ensemble of particles and not exclusively a particle “decides” which trace it would take or
with an individual one. After all Heisenberg‘s whether one electron “feels” which axis along
mental image and his analogy with a movie which the spin of another electron is measured,
structure, his principle of uncer-tainty becomes leading it to choose to take the opposite spin
“anschaulich”: in a smeared out movie, some around that axis. These metaphysical-sounding
pictures are missing in the recording in a scene notions arose natu-rally out of an approach that
of movement from one image to the next image. only took observables into account and did not
There are not enough discrete frames available want to look at an un-derlying model that would
in order to achieve a clear image and the same tie these observables together.
happens with measurement. Only an en-semble
of particles allows the propriate measurement
outcome as well as you need a series of imag-es
to make pin sharp movie pictures [3].
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The Copenhagen interpretation resulting from Hei-senberg’s article about the need for “Anschaulichkeit” led to its very opposite: the total negation of
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle
any visions about the wave/particle behaviour of any
After the publication of his ground-breaking quantum bodies, and an actual prohibition of imaarticle, Heisenberg had some discussions with Ein- ging.
stein about his new finding. He also discussed his
In a way, the Copenhagen interpretation diresults with Niels Bohr, Max Born, Pascual Jordan and Wolfgang Pauli. Despite, or perhaps due scarding all quantum imagery mirrors other peto, all these discussions, Heisenberg’s uncertainty riods of iconoclasm in history. Whereas periods of
princi-ple became a milestone in quantum theory. religious iconoclasm usually followed nascent ideas
According to Bohr, quantum mechanics as formu- about the “magical power” of images, modern quantum physicist Gerhard
lated by Heisenberg was
Grössing remarks, “in
a rational generalization
the orthodox quantum
of classical mechanics
theory based on the Cowhen the minimal quanpenhagen interpretation,
tum of action and the spin
the pure abstract forproperty of quantum bomalism itself provokes
dies were taken into aca certain magic” [6]. He
count.
was addressing the new
“mysticism” that aroThe outcome of
se in quantum physics
all these discussions was
as a result of the image
a collected statement of
prohibition. This shows
quantum theories: the
a remarkable similarity
so-called Copenhagen into the religious pro-hibiterpretation. It was the
tions against depicting a
first comprehensive atdeity, turning transcentempt to understand the
dent quantum behaviour
world of atoms as it is
into something ‘spooky’
represented by quantum
– the way Einstein calmechanics. Niels Bohr
led quantum entangleplayed the role of founment ‘spooky action at
ding father of the Coa distance’ – and somepenhagen interpretation,
thing ritualistically intanbut Heisenberg, Born
gible, only to be approand other physicists conached through abstract
tributed their ideas and
mathematical formalism
viewpoints. One imporon statistically contrived
tant result of the Copenhagen interpretation was the general prohibition of observables.
any type of modelling, or ‘envisioning’ of the world
Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen wrote a joint
behind the statistical data. Bohr, especially, was
convinced that theories that not only tried to predict paper called “Can Quantum-Mechanical Descripthe outcomes of experiments, but also tried to ex- tion of Physical Reality Be Considered Complete?”
plain the objective reality behind the statistics were in 1935, describing a famous paradox [7]. This EPR
veering out of the realm of science and into the me- paradox said that some quantum mechanics experiments seemed to imply instantaneous transfer of
ta-physical [5].
knowledge between quantum particles – as the moThis is why it can be considered one of the mentum of one particle got measured, the position
major ironies in the history of quantum physics that of the other particle would become indeterminate
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2D geometry example of 2 circles rotating over a moving triangle formed by 3 straight lines in the pentagrid - still frame from 3D animated geometry movies by artist: Nikola Tasic ( Quantum Cinema
PEEK-Project funded by FWF)

Almost 30 years later, in 1964, physicist John
S. Bell showed that Einstein’s favoured concept of
local realism was insufficient to explain the observed
quantum phenomena. Local realism results in
predictions that are inconsistent with the wellsubstantiated predictions of quantum mechanics.
This is known as Bell’s theorem: no physical theory
of local hidden variables, no local realism, can ever
reproduce all of quantum mechanics’ predictions.
Therefore, either local realism is wrong or quantum
mechanics is wrong. Since 1964, many scientists
have demonstrated Bell’s theorem experimentally,
deriving new ‘Bell inequalities’ as they discovered
more areas in which the theory of local realism
fails to predict quantum outcomes [8].
Usually, the formulation of the uncertainty
principle can be applied to the classical field theory
with inherent electric and magnetic field strenghts.
Since the observables cannot be determined with
arbitrary accuracy, the standard interpretation
does not assign an objective reality to classical
fields. Only quantum fields are supposed to have a
meaning and quantum probabilities are given by the
cross sections corresponding to the fluctuations
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of quantum fields. - This leads to an ontological
dilemma.
This debate is still not settled. Currently, the
spiritual grandsons of de Broglie and Schrödinger
have taken up the cause to oppose Bohr, Born and
Heisenberg: Matthew F. Pusey, Jonathan Barrett
and Terry Rudolph, who is the grandson of Erwin
Schrödinger. They have published a new no-go
theo-rem in quantum mechanics: any theory in
which a quantum state is seen as mere knowledge
about reality, rather than as actual reality, will
necessarily fail to explain predictions made by
quantum theory. In a way, this theorem argues
the opposite from Bell’s theorem, a no-go theorem
famous for drawing an important line between
quantum mechanics (QM) and the world as we
know it clas-sically by stating the impossibility of
a Local Realistic interpretation of quantum states.
The young guys this time reopened the counter
debate for a realistic interpretation in the quantum
community with their PBR theorem. Perhaps it is
true what Max Planck said: “A new scientific truth
tends to achieve acceptance not in the manner that
its opponents get convinced and declare themselves
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as instructed, but rather that they gradually become
At this time, Ozawa is collaborating the
extinct and the adolescent generation becomes a successor of Quantum Cinema’s board member
priori acquainted with the truth.” [9]
Helmut Rauch at the Atomic institute of the Austrian
Universities, Yuji Hasegawa. In their last joint
Towards new uncertainty relations in the latest paper, Ozawa and Hasegawa declared a groundfindings
breaking novelty: “Recently, rigorous and general
theoretical treatments of quantum measurements
Recent
developments,
both
those have revealed the failure of Heisenberg’s relation
outlined above and others, declare a “failure of and derived a new universally valid relation [10]”.
Heisenberg’s un-certainty relation.” Does this
also mean a failure of the positivist worldview? Towards a new Anschaulichkeit by means of new
Does it mean that new observatory devices allow digital media art
a more refined observation of the hidden reality?
The astronomer and mathematician
The problem with the previous application Johannes Kepler once said that “the astronomer
of the uncertainty relation lies in the fact that it had conceives of a geometrical figure which enables
been generalised too far, losing the relationship him to retain as many phenomena as possible.”
between the measured quantum particle and The digital artist or art researcher designs an
the measur-ing apparatus. As a result, modern optical figure and tells the computer to perform
textbooks attempted to portray the Heisenberg a certain moving image. The rules and conditions
relation as an in-ternal characteristic of a quantum within the simulation therefore are determined
system, without looking at the interaction with by the artist alone. Still, oftentimes the result
the measurement apparatus. This is a mistake, exceeds the prior hypothesis, leaving the artist
because it is precisely quantum mechanics that surprised by the outcome.
demands that the inter-action between the object
and the measuring apparatus has an effect on the
As science historians Hagner and
measurement itself.
Rheinberger put it: “Visualization allows us
to confirm rules and effects, especially when
Heisenberg’s original uncertainty relation structures exceed a certain degree of complexity.
referred both to a fundamental uncertainty in This means that structures of high complexity can
quantum systems and to the disturbance on a be more easily perceived visually than by pure
particle caused by measuring it. The measurement power of imagination” [11].
uncertainty, defined as the product of the error
of the first measurement and the disturbance
Digital new media art is a new instrument
of the first meas-urement on the subsequent for art research, which enables to create moving
measurement, would always be above a certain entities in geometry and visualise the highthreshold. Soon after, American physicist Howard complexity structures underlying our world.
Percy Robertson generalised the uncertainty
principle in terms of standard deviations of position A digital geometry experiment based on Kepler’s
and momentum in 1930, after which Schrödinger ideas
refined and gener-alised the uncertainty relation
further.
Johannes
Kepler’s
transcendental
philosophy is based on optics: “Optics investigates
However, in a recent development the concrete-ness of objects in their clearness
Japanese physicist Masanao Ozawa has shown that is created by a seeing mind” [12]. The visual
that generalising the uncertainty principle is steps within the formulation of hypotheses, within
false, and that it is necessary to separate out the the process creating new forms and concepts,
different kinds of uncer-tainty (measurement strive to look into causality itself and explain the
uncertainty and fundamental uncertainty) using occurrence of observables. In digital art research,
formal definitions.
the current visual possibilities make the creation
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of a hypothesis into something real, a virtual reality that is more ad-justed to humanity’s natural perception of reality in 3D than a drawing or
even a sculpture would be. Kepler’s thoughts about
the structure of the universe included the smallest
entities named quantum and their discrete behaviour, called fluxus. His reflections already contained the principle of non-locality, deriving from the
assumption that nothing ever could evolve from a
fixed background. As a Platonist, he believed in an
underlying, real structure of the universe, and his
research was devot-ed to
solving the riddle about
which structural organisation would have the
best space-filling and
moving abilities. For Kepler the Fluxus creates
the line, which serves as
a boundary, like a line in
a drawing. Thus the creation and determination
of figures, in other words,
the shape of sub-atomic
structures, as we know it
now from diffraction patterns of electrons is depending on this primary
movement.
A 3D version requires that the grid lines
are moving in three-dimensional space and are
causing the instability of
the center-points fixed
on the crossing points
of each two lines. In Kepler’s diction one might
say: Each crossing-point of gridlines is the center of
a (hypothetical or not) circle with radius to the tangent grid line. The movement of the two circles and
interference creates the pattern. In this case the pattern is the uncertainty of the position of the points on
the circle, usually called smeared out effect. Thus,
the points on the circumference of the circle do not
move in straight lines but gen-erate different looplike forms within the path of the two circles. Any
point and position of the point on this loop will be
in fast wavelike motion. One would not be able to
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“measure” both the position and momentum of the
point if the simulation is played at full speed. Using
Heisenberg’s analogy that we will never be able to
see, the still picture between one and the next film
frame in terms of mathematical “Anschaulichkeit”
becomes different with the ap-plication of our geometrical models: the still picture shows all possible
positions of the points on the two circles merged in
the white lines.
Conclusion
I am tempted to regard
it as the biggest irony in
the history of quantum
mechanics, that the aim
for
“Anschaulichkeit”
as expressed when Heisenberg first published
his uncertainty principle
turned into the very opposite when the ramifications of the principle
got codified in the Copenhagen inter-pretation. Even though clear
vision was a main priority for both Heisenberg
and Bohr, the Copen-hagen interpretation instead prohibited visualisation across the quantum
physics community. Not
only was it discouraged
to imagine and model the
reality underlying quantum observations, physicists stopped trying to
even think about the underlying reality. 3D animated geometry experiments
are a way to think about underlying structures.
Heisenberg philosophical position of taking
observables as basis for the understanding of the under-lying fabric of nature needs to be regarded in the
context of the philosophical tendencies of the time. It is
likely that the highly sophisticated, highly philosophically inclined young Heisenberg was inspired by the
Zeitgeist determined by logical empiricism, putting the
truth of scientific assertions on “inductive” methods.
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This means, that part of our knowledge will always
be limited. Gödel’s incompleteness theorem and
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle are often put
together for a general conclusion that we will
never have complete knowledge of mathematics
and physics.
But Heisenberg’s and Gödel’s results could
also tell us: knowledge will always be limited
but not by the Heisenberg’s principle and neither
by Gödel’s theorem. They just tell us about the
system. We have to look beyond it [13].
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